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Abstract
Development of deeper and more complex orebodies has increased the demand for efficient use
of the air ventilating underground mining operations. Deeper and heavily mechanized operations
present increasing difficulty for maintaining the air temperatures encountered by personnel,
which must be removed to ensure their safety and health. The efficient use of air is made
possible by the implementation of Ventilation-on-Request (VOR) systems. However, reductions
in the quantity of air supplied by VOR may reduce the quantity below that which is necessary for
effective heat exchange.
The objective of this thesis is to develop a heat simulation program that will determine the heat
balance encountered in mining operations with VOR, and determine the appropriate size and
number of conditioning plants required to maintain the air temperature at safe and healthy levels.
A program written in Visual Basic was used to simulate the heat uptake by mine air and to solve
for the conditioning requirements.
The most important advantage for simulating the heat uptake by the mine air is to know if
cooling is, or will be required, in the future. As ventilation is a major cost component of an
underground operation, and cooling (if needed) is a very large portion of the ventilation costs,
accurately simulating these requirements is of primary concern.
Results of the heat simulation indicated that thermal rock conductivity, age of the airway, and
geothermal gradient were important controlling parameters in the heat uptake by the air
ventilating the mine. The accuracy of the simulation to surveyed values was heavily dependent
upon these parameters; with airway temperature values predicted by the simulation showing
nearly a one-to-one relationship. This simulation provides an accurate prediction of the heat
balance in a mine and the cooling requirements needed to maintain the air temperature at safe
and healthy levels.

Keywords: mine ventilation, heat simulation, visual basic, ventilation-on-request, refrigeration,
air conditioning
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Glossary of Terms
Term

Definition

Autocompression

The conversion of potential energy to thermal energy as air flows
downward in an airway.

Critical Depth

The depth below the surface at which air at an underground workplace
exceeds maximum (design) condition solely through autocompression.

Heat Exchange

Transfer of heat between the air ventilating the mine and the mine
environment.

Latent Heat

Heat that causes a change of state with no change in temperature.

Mine Ventilation

The application of the principles of fluid dynamics to the flow of air in
mines, and is responsible for providing a flow of sufficient quantity of air
to the workings to dilute and remove airborne contaminants, heat, and
provide breathable air.

Reject Temperature

The temperature of the circulating air at the point where the air loses its
utility as a medium of heat transfer.

Sensible Heat

Heat that causes a change in temperature of an object, with out changing
the phase (solid, liquid, gas) of the object.

State Point of Air

Defines the physical conditions of the air; requires three points to
determine.

Threshold Limit
Value

A TLV reflects the level of exposure that the typical worker can
experience without an unreasonable risk of disease or injury. TLVs are not
quantitative estimates of risk at different exposure levels or by different
routes of exposure.

Ventilation on
Request

A modification to classical ventilation whereby the appropriate quantity of
air is supplied to the specific location where it is required at the specific
time; without ventilating unmanned or redundant workings.
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1. Introduction
“Optimization of the Quantity of Heated/Refrigerated Air Required for Ventilating
Underground Mines with Ventilation-On-Request Systems (VOR)” is a project funded by
Newmont Mining Corporation (Newmont). The project is being carried out at Montana Tech of
the University of Montana.

1.1.

Motivation

Underground mining operations have always been more cost intensive than their surface
counterpart. An important supplemental cost that an underground mining operation incurs is that
of ventilation. Apart from supplying breathable air, underground mine ventilation networks serve
two other purposes: removing noxious gaseous and particulate matter, and maintaining the air
temperature of the mine at a comfortable level for the workers. Maintaining the air temperature
of the mine at or close to a particular predetermined temperature generally entails either
preheating or precooling (refrigerating) the ambient external air before supplying it to the mine.
Installing and operating fixed ventilation systems have traditionally been the norm in
most underground mines. Such systems meet all three aforementioned requirements, but at the
cost of heating or cooling (conditioning) large excess quantities of air. In recent years, VOR is
being extensively used to supply the necessary quantities of air, while maintaining the air
temperature, to appropriate parts of the mine at the appropriate time. However, due to the
reduction in volume throughput, the quantity of air supplied by VOR may fall short of the
required quantity for effective heat exchange, and thus ambient temperature in the mine may not
be maintained at the predetermined level. An optimization between the capacity of the
conditioning plant and the VOR system would be required to supply sufficient quantities of air to
all parts of the mine at the required temperature to maintain the predetermined ambient air
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temperature underground. This optimization can be achieved by varying the quantity of air alone
(with a constant output at the air conditioning plant) or by varying the output at the air
conditioning plant along with the quantity. In either case, knowledge of the change in heat
transfer in the mine according to the variations in the quantity of air as well as a change in the
output of the refrigeration plant would be imperative for designing the appropriate ventilation
system. The optimal point of operation would be mine specific, and would change according to
the thermal input into the influent air by the mine itself, as well as the systems operating within
it. The location of the optimal operating point would be crucial in determining the volume
throughput of air, as well as the size and number of the conditioning plants.

1.2.

Background

Newmont has found that it would be beneficial to their underground operations to
construct a generalized approach to solve the problem (as discussed above) of optimizing the
conditioning plant with the VOR system, with specific solutions for individual mines emanating
from the generalized solution set. To that end, a computer program in VB.NET, capable of
solving the problem and providing useful outputs would have to be created. The program,
designed as a stand-alone mass flow system, would accept typed input, either independently or
made available as output from a separate simulation like VentsimTM (if such a model is
available). This program is also designed to estimate heat loads from factors such as climatic
factors, rock properties, autocompression, equipment, and personnel. These factors, combined
with the geometry of the mine, would yield the temperature of the exhaust air, thus leading to an
estimation of the total heat balance of the mine.
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1.3.

Thesis Organization

Chapter 1 summarizes the motivation and background for this project and discusses the
current trends with underground metal mines and their increasing requirements for efficient
ventilation practices and cooling of mine air. Chapter 2 summarizes past and current methods for
reducing the air temperature in mines, regulations affecting mine ventilation, and regulations and
current practices that are used in deep, complex, and hot underground metal mines. Chapter 3
provides discussion on the problems and complexities with simulating the heat uptake in a mine
ventilation network, as well as the goals of the research. Chapter 4 describes the procedures that
were developed and followed in order to accomplish the objectives of this research work, and
delineates the solution algorithm used in the simulation program. Chapter 5 discusses the
calibration and validation of the simulation program, data collection and reduction, and the
process of simulating an underground mine ventilation network. Chapter 6 describes the results
of the calibration and provides discussion on those results. Chapter 7 presents the conclusions of
the Author on the heat simulation and determination of the size and number of conditioning
plants required for cooling the mine air, and discusses future research work in simulating the heat
uptake of mine ventilation networks.
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2. Literature Review
2.1.

Introduction

There are many factors in determining the heat load of an underground mine and several
methods (e.g. heat transfer at dry versus wet surfaces) of determining the heat load, depending on
the accuracy required and information available. The type of ventilation system in the mine,
whether standard (classical) ventilation or (VOR), is a major aspect when considering the heat
and mass transfer capabilities of a ventilation and/or cooling system. Irrespective of the system,
the quality and quantity of air will generally be set by legal mandates in that area, for example
those promulgated by the Federal Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) in the United
States, which provides minimum requirements for metal/nonmetal and coal mining operations.
Air quantities must be maintained according to MSHA and state standards, and are based on the
rated power of the equipment and the type of the equipment (diesel or electric). Similar
regulations must be considered for all personnel that may enter the mine environment. Fulfilling
ventilation requirements for equipment may not automatically ensure the fulfillment of
requirements for exposure levels for personnel. Therefore, proper planning of the ventilation
system is paramount, especially if further development is to be undertaken.

2.2.

Mine Ventilation

Mine ventilation is the application of the principles of fluid dynamics to the flow of air in
mines and is responsible for providing a flow of sufficient quantity of air to the workings to
dilute and remove airborne contaminants, heat, and provide breathable air. There are two types
of ventilation that are used in mines: classical and VOR. Classical ventilation provides a fixed
quantity of air for the entire mine and ventilates active and inactive workings, unless directed
elsewhere by blocking the path of air. This is usually performed by installing bulkheads, stope
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curtains, brattice cloth, and/or backfilling an open drift or stope, as desired or deemed necessary.
VOR supplies the appropriate quantity of air to the specific location where it is required at a
specific time, without ventilating unmanned or redundant workings.
Airborne contaminants that a ventilation system removes are in the form of aerosols
(solid or liquid particles) – mainly from blasting, gasses such as carbon-dioxide (CO2) and
oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and sulfur (SOx), and diesel particulate matter (DPM). Contaminants
are removed by the turbulent flow and mixing of air through the mine workings. If the airflow is
not turbulent enough, or the velocity of air is not high enough, the particles may settle out of the
air to be disturbed and reintroduced into the mine environment by personnel or equipment. Dust
consists of solid particulate matter suspended in a gas; and, is the most common aerosol problem
in the mineral industries (Hartman et al., 1997). Dust is usually formed by fragmentation of the
rock (drilling, blasting, and crushing/grinding) but can be re-suspended by equipment operation
or air movement. Other types of aerosols include fumes, smoke, fog, smog, and haze. In mines,
dusts and fumes are the most important aerosols requiring engineering controls. Fumes are of
growing importance with the increasing use of diesel equipment in mines, since combustion
gases and fumes (from stored fuel) are considered carcinogens.
Maintaining the air temperature of the mine by removing heat, usually by pre-cooling the
air before it enters the mine, can be considered the removal of a “contaminant”, as heat is an
unwanted but inevitable addition to the mining environment. At higher air temperatures worker
safety and efficiency decline. Thus, maintaining appropriate air temperatures throughout the
mine lead to a healthy and more productive workforce.
The effects of heat on workers in a mine depend upon, among other factors, the
acclimatization of the worker to higher heat loads, i.e., the tolerance levels of the individual(s) to
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heat. The most common heat stress indices are effective temperature, air cooling power, and wetbulb temperature (ASHRAE, 2011). These allow the ventilation engineer to provide an
acceptable range of temperature values, for example wet-bulb temperatures, to be used to
determine appropriate temperature values for the mining operation. The wet-bulb temperature
ranges shown in Table I (ASHRAE, 2011) suggested for United States metal mines are a good
starting point for determining what the reject temperature of a mining operation should be, as
well as what range of temperatures will be experienced by workers in the mine.
Table I: Efficient Worker Wet-Bulb Temperature Range

Temperature Range
twb ≤ 27°C
27°C < twb ≤ 29°C
29°C < twb ≤ 33°C
33°C < twb

Effect
Worker efficiency 100%
Economic range for acclimatized workers
Safety factor range; corrective action required
Only short-duration work with adequate breaks

As the wet-bulb temperature increases, the ability for the worker to maintain their body
temperature is reduced. The cooling power of the air (its ability to remove metabolic heat as it
flows across a person) is reduced.
Reject temperatures vary by geographical location, based on climate, elevation, and
regulations. For example, mines in South Africa and Australia with depths below 3 km are
developing down to 5 km. These mines are likely to become even deeper in the future (Brake,
2001). The greater depths will force these mines to operate at or below the critical depth and the
removal of heat will rely solely on the conditioning of the mine air (ASHRAE, 2011). Since safe
working conditions are now a priority worldwide, and heat control is quickly becoming a major
consideration for the cost of an operation, a “sensible rule of thumb” (Brake, 2001) is necessary
for controlling temperatures in a mine. The “widely considered absolute upper limit in which
well-acclimatised, industrial workers should be expected to work, or even travel, is 32°C wet-
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bulb, [meaning that if temperatures] exceed this value rarely (<1 percent probability), then the
average temperature in the mine should not be greater than 28°C wet-bulb” (Brake, 2001). This
rule-of-thumb gains increasing importance in light of increasingly deeper mines.
Brake, 2001 considers that a mine with a design value of 28°C wet-bulb and a
distribution of temperatures in “active workplaces of a well-ventilated mine” would have 16
percent of the temperatures on either end of the range of values at active work places, with the
majority of airways (66 percent) between 26°C wet-bulb and 32°C presented in Table II (Brake,
2001).
Table II: Temperature Distribution in Active Workplaces

Temperature Range Distribution
24 - 26 °C, t wb
16 per cent
26 - 28 °C, t wb

33 per cent

28 - 30 °C, t wb

33 per cent

30 - 32 °C, t wb

16 per cent

> 32 °C, t wb

<1 per cent

These values are very similar to those mentioned in Table I for acceptable ranges for
acclimatized workers, and the value of 28°C is on the high end of average reject temperatures.
Airflow in mines is induced by either forcing the fresh air into the mine, or exhausting
the contaminated air from the mine. This is generally performed by a set of main fans, usually
located on the surface at the entrance of a shaft or decline, or at the outlet point of an exhausting
shaft or decline. A forcing system provides fresh air by increasing the total head of the mine air
above atmospheric head at the intake so the airflow can overcome all losses it would encounter
in the ventilation circuit. An exhausting system overcomes the same losses at the end of the
ventilation circuit. The basic principles of ventilating an underground mine are very important
when considering the technique to be used to cool the mine. If the mine is an older and heavily
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mechanized operation, it may be difficult to increase the airflow without major development
and/or changes to the airways, leading to significant increases in capital cost. This difficulty
arises from the cube relationship between fan power and airflow increase through a given
resistance (ASHRAE, 2011).
The most logical and cost-effective method of cooling the mine air is to only cool the air
in the immediate vicinity of the workers. However, with the mobility of equipment and the
workforce, local cooling requires a high positional efficiency (Brake, 2001). These localized heat
exchangers vary in type and effectiveness, based on the method of heat exchange, size and
ability to mobilize. As increasing quantities of air is needed to be cooled more efficiently,
selection of such equipment is limited. Spot coolers in underground mines, while removing the
heat from the vicinity of the workers, do not transport the heat out of the mine, thus necessitating
an additional thermal cycle.

2.3.

Environmental Conditions Effecting Mine Ventilation

One of the “three major functions of total mine air conditioning, temperature-humidity
control, is essentially heat control” (Hartman et al., 1997) and represents the processes that
regulate the sensible- and/or latent-heat content of the air. These processes are the heating,
cooling, humidification and dehumidification of the air, and are related to physical, rather than
chemical quality control of the air (Hartman et al., 1997).
The main application of conditioning the mine air is to increase the safety of the
workforce. It becomes necessary when ventilation alone is deficient in maintaining acceptable
temperature standards. Cooling of the air has become necessary in mines of depths over 1.61 km,
and even in shallower but heavily mechanized mines, or mines with high local geothermal
activity (Hartman et al., 1997). Spot cooling is the simplest method to cool the air. However,
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bulk cooling applications are becoming more prevalent since the mobility of mechanized
workforces makes the use of spot cooling uneconomical (ASHRAE, 2011).
There are many factors that must be considered when planning for a ventilation system,
including but not limited to heat, depth of operation, surface climate (diurnal and seasonal),
mining method, equipment selection, water (vapor and fluid), gasses produced, ore type (metal,
nonmetal, or coal), geometry, personnel, and methods of affecting the quality of air. These
factors are generally mine specific. Constraints that are relatively constant but must also be
considered include legislative requirement(s) that all mines in a region (country/state) must
follow.
2.3.1. Sources of Heat in Underground Mines
Heat is transferred into the air of a mine from a variety of sources, of which some or all
may be present at any given point in time. There are nine potential sources of heat in an
underground mine that must be identified and quantified. Depending on the source, “Subsurface
Ventilation and Environmental Engineering” (McPherson, 1993) or “Mine Air Conditioning and
Ventilation” (Hartman et al., 1997), there are varying number of major sources of heat. The
authors are in agreement in that autocompression, strata heat, and machinery are of the most
important heat sources to consider and each are to be accounted for in the simulation, with
additional sources being human metabolism, oxidation, blasting, rock movement, and pipelines
(Hartman et al., 1997). The most complex heat source to analyze is geothermal heat (McPherson,
1993). The following discussion of the major sources of heat are in order of relative importance,
but the practicing ventilation engineer will need to both understand the nature of all of these
sources and determine the magnitude of the heat flow from each, in both sensible and latent
components (Hartman et al., 1997).
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2.3.1.1.

Autocompression

Autocompression is the result of the vertical downward displacement of air. During this
process a portion of the potential energy in the fluid is converted to thermal energy, whereby the
increase in pressure and internal energy result in an increase in the temperature of the air
(McPherson, 1993). For most instances of evaluating autocompression, the increase in vapor
content, usually from wetness in the shaft(s) is not known. The increase in temperature is
determined according to adiabatic processes, although an estimation of the wetness may be made
if the air becomes saturated with water vapor.
2.3.1.2.

Underground Equipment

Due to the inefficiencies of the internal combustion engine, diesel equipment has an
overall efficiency of only about one third of that achieved by electrical equipment. Thus, diesel
equipment produces approximately three times as much heat as electrical equipment for the same
mechanical work output (McPherson, 1993). Most of the heat from diesel engines comes from
the combustion process in the form of heat produced and emitted from the radiator as well as
from the exhaust gasses, with the remaining attributed to the useful power that is converted to
heat by frictional processes. Heat produced from electrical equipment is from two sources:
machine body, or the motor and transmission, and any other frictional sources caused by
operation (McPherson, 1993).
2.3.1.3.

Underground Water

Water encountered underground originates from two different sources: groundwater and
mine water (Hartman et al., 1997). Groundwater has a major impact on the heat in a mine and
may add heat to the mine air if not kept at minimal contact with the air. Since the groundwater
originates from the strata, it is likely to be close to the temperature of the undisturbed strata
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and/or local geothermal activity. It is important to restrict the exposure of water to the mine air,
most importantly refrigerated air, by transporting it in closed pipes rather than open channels.
This minimizes latent heat increase in the air due to evaporation. The presence of standing or
slow moving water at the working face is inevitable. Mine water is a major means of dust
suppression and even with localized pumping its presence is inevitable.
2.3.1.4.

Geothermal and Strata Heat

Mining usually takes place within the upper, shallow reaches on the Earth’s crust. The
upper 15 m of the crust is considered the surface layer, which is affected directly by seasonal
climate changes. At a depth of 15 m, the temperature is assumed to be equal to the mean annual
atmospheric temperature, and is taken as a constant temperature for reference. Increase of the
rock temperature with depth is referred to as the geothermal gradient and values vary from less
than 10ºC/km to greater than 60°C/km (Hall, 1981). Although at 15 m it remains relatively
constant, geothermal gradient, even within a single mining district, can vary and is generally
considered not to be constant.
2.3.2. Environmental and Climatic Factors
Mine thermal regimes are an important consideration in the design of a ventilation
system. The heat transfer between the mine air and surrounding rock mass can affect the stability
of the rock mass, causing freeze or thaw depending upon location of the operation, and will
impact the mine, the workers, and the rock mass itself. Variations in the thermal regime require
careful analysis and modeling of the workings and the heat transfer between the air ventilating
the mine and the surrounding rock mass to maintain stable ground conditions and appropriate
temperatures (Bandopadhyay et al., 1995). Conditioning of the air before or as it enters the mine
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relies upon the air properties at the surface and in the airways along with rock properties and
other sources of heat.
Bandopadhyay et al., 1995 initially developed a simplified model analyzing arctic mine
thermal regimes, and by incorporating phase change to model the freeze and thaw of arctic ice,
the complexities of their model increased significantly. As the air is drawn from the surface
during colder months it is directed through old workings and the resulting friction heats the air to
acceptable temperatures. The calculation of this heat exchange and the subsequent model are not
constant, but are assumed to be constant for each time step (Bandopadhyay et al., 1995).
2.3.3. Effects of Climate and Location on Air Quality
In many western United States mines, the surface climate has less effect on the mine air
temperatures than those in hotter regions such as South Africa and Australia, where at lower
elevations (300 m) the surface wet-bulb temperature peaks at 28°C (Mount Isa/ N.W.
Queensland). With mines at higher surface elevations, such as Witwatersrand in South Africa,
peak and average surface dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperatures only reach 18°C (Brake, 2001). As
the location of the operation cannot be changed, this is an important consideration in
conditioning the mine air. Due to Australia’s latitude and low mean altitude above sea level, and
South Africa’s deeper and broader mines, climate and auto-compression can make up two thirds
of the refrigeration requirement (Brake, 2001). In addition to the surface climate, the geometry
and layout of a mine also affects the needs of the conditioning system.
With most South African mines being deeper and more spread out than Australian mines
(Brake, 2001), the conditioned air takes longer to reach the desired destination, allowing for the
potential of unpredicted heat uptake. Differences between Australia’s heavily mechanized mines
compared to South Africa’s labor intensive and hand-operated drills, i.e. mobility of the
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workforce and presence or lack of air-conditioned cabs results in the mines practicing different
conditioning techniques. Brake, 2001 notes that nearly freezing water (0.5°C to 1.0°C), is sent to
the drills, relegating the bulk air coolers to a secondary process. In contrast, Australia’s
operations are very mobile and have short “transit times making bulk chilling more effective and
attractive.”
The method of supplying the conditioned air will also have a major effect on the
conditioning system, as is the case with VOR systems. With such systems, a larger cooling plant
would need to be utilized in a surface bulk-cooling operation since the fans can react to changes
in airflow much more quickly than the conditioning plant. As fans have a greater capacity for
change in output based on the needs of the mine than that of the conditioning plant, the sizing of
the plant is critical. Since many mine refrigeration plants never achieve their design capacity and
a plant size changes drastically with the amount of air to be chilled (Figure 1), a robust design
process, sensitivity analysis, and formal decision process should be used (Brake, 2001). A
change of 300 cubic meters per second (CMS) in airflow and 2°C variation in wet-bulb
temperature results in the cooling requirement varying from 13 MW(R) to 30 MW(R). For a
deep and expansive operation in South Africa and/or Australia, a poor design may render the
work environment unbearable and temperatures would quickly approach the reject temperature.
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Figure 1: Variation in Conditioning Requirements (Brake, 2001)

The installation of a surface plant will rely heavily on the surface design considerations,
as well as conditions in the underground workings. A surface plant is easier to maintain and less
expensive to construct, as well as being more durable than when placed underground. The cost
associated with a bulk surface conditioning plant required to cool large quantities of air may be
offset by supplying only the necessary quantities of air to appropriate locations (VOR). If the
expense of moving air through the mine can be reduced, as done in a Swedish mine (Nensen &
Lundkvist, 2005), where energy consumption was 29% for the fans alone, and conditioning
(heating) of the air had a 40% decrease in energy consumption, then the costs of conditioning
may be reduced or offset. The upgrade to VOR improved upon the old ventilation system which
consisted of multiple offset raises. This improvement was made by adding larger diameter shafts
which by-passed older and inactive workings and supplied the air in appropriate quantities with
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sensors on equipment and in headings. These sensors communicate with a computer program to
change/monitor fans, louvres, and other infrastructure to appropriately direct the flow of air.
Energy savings for the mine consisted of 54,000 MWh per year.

2.4.

Conditioning Systems and Methods

Several temperature-humidity control processes are used by air conditioning systems.
They are based on changing psychrometric properties of air. These processes include
psychrometric processes, heat-transfer processes, and air cooling and heating plants in mining
(Hartman et al., 1997). Many types of equipment are used to cool and/or dry the air. The most
popular or commonly used are discussed below.
There are many types of heat exchangers available for use in underground mines or at the
intake of mine airways, including those that are water-to-refrigerant, air-to-refrigerant, water-towater, air-to-water, or air-to-air, and can be direct (e.g., spray chambers) or indirect (e.g.,
conductive heat transfer through tubes or plates). These heat exchangers include shell-and-tube
and plate heat exchangers, cooling coils, cooling towers, and large spray chambers (bulk air
coolers). Shell-and-tube heat exchangers are the mainstay of refrigeration machines used in
mines (ASHRAE, 2011). These systems are popular because of their large capacities and ability
to provide nearly freezing coolant temperatures (3°C or above). South African mines often use
plate-and-frame evaporators in large surface chilled-water plants, which can cool water to within
a degree of freezing without the risk of rupture. Shell-and-tube heat exchangers are standard for
surface refrigeration plants.
Techniques used for cooling mine air begin with the least expensive options and
generally entail increasing the airflow, if possible. Economics and site-specific conditions
determine the best approach for cooling. If the mine is above the critical ventilation depth (the
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depth at which the air temperature in the intake shaft, or airways, rises to the reject temperature
through autocompression and shaft heat loads), moderately increased airflows are usually less
expensive than installation of refrigeration (ASHRAE, 2011). In deep and older mines,
increasing airflows may not be possible with small cross-sectional airways, as allowable
velocities may be exceeded. When increasing airflow is not practical, chilling of service water
(used for drilling, dust control, and spraying broken rock) may be used to limit the rock heat at
the source. Since all mines send water underground, hot mines that use cooling systems break the
pressure of descending water and recover the potential energy using turbines and pressure
reducing valves.
Hartman et al.,1997 provides similar examples of heat exhangers and means of removing
heat from the influent air. The basic process of cooling the air is a proces that decreases the
sensible heat of air without changing the latent heat. Cooling and dehumidification decreases
both the sensible and latent heat and lowers the moisture content of the air. When cooling and
dehumidification is the central process of a mine airconditioning system, refrigeration and
cooling towers are used to supply chilled water underground, and reject heat at the surface.
There are many methods for removing heat from the working face. After determination of
the mine cooling load, the ability to improve the air cooling power, which is the goal of mine air
conditioning, may lead to the necessity to cool the air. Hartman et al., 1997 provides examples of
developing mine cooling plants, and an appropriate strategy developed by years of experience in
South African mines. This strategy involves analyzing engineering requirements for mine
cooling installations and establishing methods for determining when the next phase of cooling
should be implemented. The following parameters must be analyzed in detail when making
design or selection decisions:
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1. Physiolgical parameters
2. Surface metorological parameters
3. Geologic parameters
4. Production and mining parameters
5. Ventilation paramters
Hartman et al., 1997 state that when air conditioning is required, accepted South African practice
delineates three phases:
1. Phase I involves the use of refrigeration to cool mine service water to lowest practical
temperature.
2. Phase II invloves bulk cooling of the incoming air to counteract the effects of humidity,
autocompression, and sources of heat in the airways.
3. Phase III involves re-cooling the air periodically in the stopes by use of spot cooling.
Other major design considerations include: the method of rejecting plant heat underground, the
method of cooling the mine air, and the method of handling underground water. After these
considerations, the classifcation and description of commonly used cooling plants presented in
Chapter 17.5 of Hartman et al., 1997 allows the mine engineer to consider the appropriate
cooling system required for the mine.

2.5.

Requirements for a Conditioning System

To condition the air entering an underground mine it is important to understand the
requirements necessary for a conditioning system. The conditioning of the air most often entails
pre-cooling (refrigerating) the ambient external air before supplying it to the mine to maintain a
temperature at or close to a predetermined value. As the mineral industry continues to develop
larger and deeper operations, the need for cooling the air is also increasing. Current exploration
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is uncovering orebodies located at ever increasing depths and the ability to combine various
surface and underground cooling methods, both bulk and spot cooling, is essential.

2.6.

Regulations Effecting Mine Ventilation and Air Temperatures

MSHA refers to the publications of the American Conference of Governmental Industrial
Hygienists (ACGIH) for Threshold Limit Values. For underground metal and nonmetal mining
operations, MSHA does not specify temperature standards for a reject temperature. Therefore, a
Threshold Limit Value (TLV) based on heat stress and heat strain, according to ACGIH may be
considered, as presented in Table III.
Table III: Criteria for TLV and Action Limit for Heat Stress Exposure (ACGIH, 2013)

Allocation of Work in
a Cycle of Work and
Recovery
75 to 100%
50 to 75%
25 to 50%
0 to 25%

TLV ® (WBGT values in °C)
Action Limit (WBGT values in °C)
Very
Very
Light Moderate Heavy
Light Moderate Heavy
Heavy
Heavy
31.0
28.0
28.0
25.0
31.0
29.0
27.5
28.5
26.0
24.0
32.0
30.0
29.0
28.0
29.5
27.0
25.5
24.2
32.5
31.5
30.5
30.0
30.0
25.5
28.0
27.0

For a well acclimatized worker, and depending upon the workload required, the data presented in
Table III show that temperatures should not exceed 29°C for a heavy workload. This information
is based on the metabolic rate of the worker and the approximate proportion of work within an
hour. A light workload (180 W, metabolic rate) consists of sitting with light manual work with
hands, or hands and arms, and occasional walking. Moderate (300 W, metabolic rate) workload
is similar to normal walking, or light work with hands, arms, or trunk. A heavy workload (415
W) is characterized by intense arm and trunk work, carrying, shoveling, manual sawing; pushing
and pulling heavy loads or walking at a fast pace. A very heavy (520 W) workload is a very
intense activity at a fast to maximum pace. The goal of this TLV is to maintain body core
temperature within +1°C of normal core temperature of 37°C. Physiological differences, as well
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as susceptibility to heat stress and heat strain based on acclimatization and other factors such as
overall health, fitness and hydration, and even clothing can provide a range of values that may be
used to determine reject temperatures. According to ACGIH’s publication on TLVs, heat stress,
heat strain, and acclimatization are defined as follows (ACGIH, 2013):
1. Heat Stress is the net heat load to which a worker may be exposed from combined
contributions of metabolic heat, environmental factors, and clothing requirements. A mild
or moderate heat stress may cause discomfort and may adversely affect performance and
safety, but it is not harmful to health.
2. Heat Strain is the overall physiological response resulting from heat stress. The
physiological responses are dedicated to dissipating excess heat from the body.
3. Acclimatization is a gradual physiological adaptation that improves an individual’s ability
to tolerate heat stress. Acclimatization requires physical activity under heat-stress
conditions similar to those anticipated for the work. The information presented in
ACGIH’s handbook on TLVs give temperature ranges in wet-bulb globe temperature that
can be used to determine appropriate reject temperatures for mining operations.
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3. Problem Statement
Underground mining has always been more cost-intensive than its surface counterpart.
An important cost that an underground mining operation often incurs is that for ventilation.
Apart from supplying breathable air, underground mine ventilation networks serve two other
purposes: removing noxious gaseous and particulate matter, and maintaining the air temperature
of the mine at a comfortable level for the workers. Maintaining the air temperature of the mine at
or close to a particular predetermined temperature generally entails either preheating or
precooling (refrigerating) the ambient external air before supplying it to the mine.
Deep underground metal mines and nonmetal mines present unique problems that must
be considered while developing a solution for predicting and maintaining the air temperature of
the mine. As demand for these minerals increases and orebodies close to the surface are depleted,
the need to develop deeper operations have also increased. Deep metal mines are usually
designed with main access likely provided by multiple shafts and/or winzes, along with internal
development of ramps and orebody access. These shafts/winzes serve to transport workers and
materials to the working levels, as well as remove the mined ore for processing. Another
important function of the shafts and the winzes is to serve as ventilation shafts, whereby they
supply air to the working areas. By necessity, the vertical extent of these shafts/winzes, or those
dedicated to ventilation, is large. As the intake air travels downward, autocompression causes the
intake air to increase in temperature independent of other sources of heat, such as the geothermal
gradient. Once the air reaches depth, in deep metal mines a major source of heat is the
geothermal property of the rock.
Currently, mining takes place in the shallow depths of the earth’s continental crust, where
the effects of geothermal heat is relatively minimal (McPherson, 1993). However, many ore
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deposits sit on, or near, areas of unusually high geothermal activity, and the deeper the operation,
the larger the effect of geothermal heat. There are many instances of geothermal activity
affecting mining operations where virgin rock temperatures (VRTs) have been recorded in
excess of 50°C (Table 4).
Table IV: Historical Maximum Virgin Rock Temperatures (ASHRAE, 2011)

Mining District
Depth, m Temperature, °C
Kolar Gold Field, India
3,350
67
South Africa
3,660
52 to 57
Morro Velho, Brazil
2,440
54
North Broken Hill, Australia
1,080
44
Great Britain
1,220
46
Braloroe, BC, Canada
1,250
45
Kirkland Lake, Ontario
1,830
27
Falconbridge Mine, Ontario
1,830
29
Lockerby Mine, Ontario
1,220
36
Levac Borehold (Inco), Ontario
3,050
53
Garson Mine, Ontario
1,520
26
Lake Shore Mine, Ontario
1,830
23
Hollinger Mine, Ontario
1,220
14
Creighton Mine, Ontario
3,020
59
Superior, AZ
1,220
60
San Manuel, AZ
1,370
48
Butte, MT
1,590
66
Homestake Mine, SD
2,440
57
Ambrosia Lake, MN
1,220
60
Brunswick #12, New Brunswick, Canada
1,130
23
Belle Island Salt Mine, LA
430
31
These VRTs are associated with areas of active geothermal influence and constitute areas
where the geothermal gradient of the rock is high. This may be due to localized differences in
geothermal activity, such as recent volcanic activity, radiation, and/or moving hot or cold water
which can change rock temperatures by 10°C or more with respect to predicted values (Hall,
1981). In South Africa and Australia, VRTs at depth of 2 km were measured at 36°C and 68°C,
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respectively. This leads to geothermal gradient of 10°C/km and 20°C/km, respectively, for each
of the operations and high VRTs at relatively low depths (Brake, 2001). Apart from
autocompression and the geothermal gradient, there are several other sources that are responsible
for raising the temperature of the circulating air. These include, but are not limited to, the local
surface climate, humidity, geography and the presence of bodies of water, rock properties,
equipment, and personnel.
The network of airways resulting from production methods may pose additional
problems. Access to the orebody can be completed using a wide variety of methods, ranging
from underhand cut and fill to large complex caving networks. Large complex systems of ramps
and accesses used to transport workers and materials from the surface to the working face of the
main development and operation levels presents unique and extremely complicated networks for
air flow. The complexity of the ventilation network and prerogatives of production can lead to
problems with recirculation, often affecting large portions of an operation. The dimensions and
the physical characteristics of the airways themselves may vary according to location and
purpose. This variance presents important considerations for the flow of air, especially friction
losses. Rapid changes in dimensions or impediments to the flow of air (vent doors, gates, stope
curtains, secondary egress in the form of ladders and raises, equipment, and rock falls) can
drastically affect the flow of the air. Hence, the geometry of the individual airways, how they
relate to nearby airways, and the geometry of the overall network are important when solving for
the heat uptake of the air as it flows through the mine.
The combination of complex networks with many methods of development and access
and the varying geometries of the airways leads to one of the most important problems faced
when simulating a ventilation network; solving multiple entries and exits simultaneously. A
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network can be simple, and yet still be highly complex in terms of sequencing the order of the
airways according to direction of airflow.
This sequence of airways can be determined in a variety of ways. Assuming the network
is a mesh-circuit of nodes, and airways are in series, parallel, and/or are Kirchhoff meshes, the
order of the simulation is based on the flow of intake air and its path to the exhaust airway(s). If
the nodes are numbered according to the entry and exit of the airway, it is possible and very
likely there will be multiple airways joining and leaving individual nodes. An example of this
can be seen in Figure 2, a relatively simple overall geometry, where the complexity of
sequencing the nodes can be observed. No airflows are presented in Figure 2. See Figure 3 for
airflows.

Figure 2: Sample Mine Ventilation Network

Assuming that the intakes for the network in Figure 2 are at nodes A and W, with an
assumed airflow of 200 and 250 CMS respectively and exhaust airways at nodes F and S, it is
shown in Figure 3 how the airways are modeled and airflows are calculated. If the end nodes of
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the intake airways are used as start nodes for the next set of airways following the first airways,
then the data from the end nodes will be the data for the new set of start nodes. This process is
iterated until all airways have been calculated and the exhaust airways have been reached.

Figure 3: Example Network with Airflows (CMS) and Nodes

The complexity of sequencing the nodes and the flow of air arises from determining the
airways to be calculated in every subsequent step and ensuring every airway is calculated once.
By using the exhaust nodes as the next set of start nodes, it can be guaranteed that all the airways
are calculated. However, if recirculation is present, steps are taken to avoid multiple calculations
of the same set of airways.

3.1.

Project Goals

The goals of this project were to:
1. Create a computer program for Newmont in the VB.NET framework to calculate the
temperature of mine air considering appropriate heat sources in the mine and
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2. Program a generalized solution for the sizing of a conditioning plant(s) for the
generalized temperature/thermal regime solution, so that the reject temperatures
encountered under the baseline conditions may be mitigated.

3.2.

Heat Calculation

The computer program will estimate the heat load of an underground mine based on the
following factors:


Climatic factors:
o Dry bulb temperature, td
o Wet bulb temperature, tw
o Barometric pressure, pb
o Relative humidity, φ



Rock properties:
o Geothermal gradient (°C/1,000m)
o Age of airway
o Thermal conductivity of the rock (W/m·°C)
o Density of the rock (kg/m3)
o Specific heat of the rock (kJ/kg·°C)
o Atkinson’s Friction Factor (AFF) (kg/m3)



Autocompression



Diesel and Electrical Equipment



Mine Personnel
Climatic factors include the ambient air properties at the intake and must be determined

for the program. They are some of the principal inputs for the model. These are standard
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psychrometric properties of the air. With the measured values, the remaining psychrometric
properties can be calculated. Geothermal gradient varies by location and can even vary locally
around a mine site. By measuring in-situ rock temperatures at various depths, the measured
change in temperature over the measured depth allows for the calculation of the geothermal
gradient. Since this value is site specific, an accurate measurement will need to be undertaken, if
possible. Otherwise local data from nearby operations may need to be used.
Autocompression occurs when the air undergoes a vertical downward displacement and
some of its potential energy is converted to enthalpy, producing increases in pressure, internal
energy, and temperature (McPherson, 1993). This change in temperature is independent of any
frictional effects. Diesel and electrical equipment produce thermal pollution that must be
removed by the air ventilating the mine. The heat produced from the equipment, mainly due to
the inefficiencies of the motors, is based on the horsepower output as well as the calorific value
of the fuel, if used. Waste heat factors for diesel and electrical equipment are 0.9 and 0.8,
respectively (ASHRAE, 2011).
These factors, combined with the geometry of the mine, will provide the temperature of
the exhaust air producing an estimate of the total heat balance of the mine. Contributions from
these factors increase the temperature of the circulating air to the point that the air loses its utility
as a medium of heat transfer and it either has to be exhausted or cooled. The temperature at
which this takes place is called the reject temperature. As air flows into the mine network, heat is
taken up by autocompression and shaft/ intake airway heat loads. This may cause the air
temperatures at the underground workplace to rise to the reject temperature. All areas below the
critical depth rely totally on the conditioning of the air to remove heat. Critical depth and reject
temperature are specific to each mine, and is subject to change based on surface conditions.
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3.3.

Modeling Programs / Software Packages Used

The program is written in Visual Studio (VS) and utilizing the VB.Net framework (visual
basic), it is designed to be a stand-alone mass flow system. The program accepts typed input
provided independently, or obtained as output from a separate simulation program like
VentsimTM, if available. The program entitled “VOR Heat Simulation Program” (Program) can
be used to provide an estimate of the air cooling requirements for an underground mine.
Input to the Program is taken from a Microsoft Excel workbook with four specific tabs
(worksheets). The tabs delineate the information as follows:
1. Geometry information,
2. Intake airways
3. Exhaust airways, and
4. Equipment, personnel, and rock properties of the airways.
Output from a model such as that in VentsimTM would provide a majority of the input data.
Because the Program is generalized, rock properties such as the entry age and thermal
conductivity may need to be adjusted, along with the surface rock temperature (underground)
and the desired reject temperature.

3.4.

Process of Solving the Heat Load in a Mine

The Program requires a user specified grid step size. Equations are used to determine the
amount of heat from the sources previously discussed using the Gibson algorithm, Fourier’s Law
of heat conduction, psychrometric equations, equations for determining specific heat at constant
pressure (cp) and constant volume (cv), and the algorithms presented in Chapter 15 of
McPherson, 1993 to solve for the heat uptake for each airway.
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Depending on the target temperature of the ambient air in the mine, the temperature of
the circulating air might need to be altered. Simulations can be executed with various
combinations of td, tw, etc. to arrive at possible solution(s) for the physical characteristics of the
influent (at the intake) air which will produce the desired resultant (temperature) in the mine.
Since the conditioning plant is responsible for taking the atmospheric td and tw and converting
them to the required td and tw, this step provides the necessary data to calculate the size and
number of plants. The throughput for conditioning plants, usually calculated as mass throughput
of air per unit time, can be used to estimate the volume throughput of air. The implementation of
the VOR system will entail appropriate (restricted) areas of the mine being ventilated with less
quantities of air. The restricted geometry can be input with varied quantities of air to iterate for
the necessary solutions.
Using the geometry data taken as output from the VentsimTM application, the Program
can read the airway information and calculate the temperature of the air in each airway by noting
start and exit nodes, beginning with the fresh air intake nodes. The state-point of the intake
airway is calculated first and the remaining airways are calculated using the output data from the
previous airway(s). Each airway will be calculated for each grid step size, until the end of the
airway is reached. During the calculation of the airway at each step, the geometry data is taken
with equipment and rock properties, and strata heat is calculated using Gibson’s algorithm and
Fourier’s Law of heat conduction. McPherson’s process for finding strata heat determines the
Reynold’s and Nusselt numbers, then calculates the total heat transfer for the segment. The total
heat transfer for the strata includes the convective heat transfer, radiative heat transfer, and the
absorption factor (i.e. the fraction of thermal radiation absorbed by water vapor in the air)
(McPherson, 1993). From here, the Gibson algorithm determines the Biot number and the
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Fourier number. The strata heat is then determined using the aforementioned equations, and is
added to the previous dry bulb temperature of the airway. This process is described in detail in
the following section.
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4. Solution Algorithm and Model Characteristics
4.1.

Introduction

The Program was written in VS and allows for data to be read from a Microsoft Excel
workbook and used in the prediction of the heat uptake of the mine air. The data for the model,
taken as output from separate network simulation software, provides a majority of the Program
variables. The equipment and rock properties are to be mine specific and must be changed
accordingly. Data contained in the specific tabs of the workbook describes the geometry
information of the mine airways (segment, entry and exit nodes, entry and exit coordinates of the
airway, length, perimeter, cross-sectional area, entry and exit barometric pressure, and the
quantity flow of air); the fresh air intake airway(s) (entry node, quantity flow of air, intake dryand wet-bulb temperatures, and barometric pressure); exhaust node(s); and equipment, rock, and
personnel information (presence, quantity, location of equipment and personnel, their waste heat
factors, age of airway, rock thermal conductivity, rock density, rock specific heat, and
Atkinson’s Friction Factor).
The Program solves the airways as an iterative problem, where the number of airways in
a single calculation loop will grow until the maximum number of airway segments is reached, or
about half of the airways depending on the number of similar entry and exit nodes, and then
reduce in size until all airways have been calculated. Sequencing of the airways, by a strictly
node basis, may result in redundant calculations if checks on airways being calculated are not
included in the Program. This occurs when there is recirculation present in the ventilation
network, causing a repeat of end nodes, and thus splitting airways, in the calculation. Since the
Program uses the end nodes of a calculation loop as the start nodes of the next loop, a
recirculation loop would be calculated indefinitely if checks were not in place.
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4.2.

Limitations of the Model

While many important physical processes are accounted for in the Program and all the
major inputs to the thermal process within a mine, such that are typically considered, are taken
into account, several limitations were imposed on the Program; they include:
1. The Program describes a steady-state (non-dynamic) and non-turbulent flow.
2. The Program does not take into account eddy mixing, shock losses, and other fluidthermodynamic problems.
3. The Program is primarily a mass flow model, where quantity airflows are converted into
a mass flow. As most conditioning plants are sized based on the mass flow of the air, the
model performs the calculations on the same basis. This aids in the sizing of the
conditioning plant.
4. The predictions of the response time of the mine as a result of a change in settings in
either the VOR system or the conditioning plant are not a part of the Program.
5. The Program does not account separately for removal of gaseous and particulate
pollutants. It is assumed that the decision on the VOR output encompasses that
requirement. Since the Program only determines the heat uptake of the mine air,
processes such as contaminant removal (dust, gases, and DPM), and airflow quantity
requirements are not included.
6. The Program does not calculate the VOR quantity requirements.
7. The Program does not serve as a network model. Thus, the quantities of each branch are
to be provided separately. The calculation of quantities in branches by the inverse
proportion method, the Kirchhoff’s Law method, the Hardy-Cross Iteration method, or
any other method are not included in the calculations of the Program. Airflow in each of
the airways is taken from the separate network simulation software (VentsimTM).
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8. The cooling power of air (as scientifically defined and calculated to describe the capacity
of an air-stream to remove metabolic heat from a human body placed in that air-stream)
is not included in the Program. Only the addition of heat due to the presence of personnel
in the airway is considered.
9. Only sensible heat is considered in the Program. Sensible heat is heat that causes a
change in temperature but not phase. Since the model is steady-state, and latent heat is
not considered, the humidity in the air is a constant throughout the Program.

4.3.

General Solution Algorithm

The Program will import the data and perform the algorithm shown in the Figure 4, as
well as outlined in the pseudo code discussed in Section 4.3.1. The data is divided by airway, and
then each airway is divided into segments based on the length of the airway and the step-size (the
distance used for iterating the heat calculation for each airway). For each step, the Program
determines if equipment and/or personnel are present, and if present, they are included in the
heat calculation for that step along with the heat addition from to the rock. Once a piece of
equipment and/or person is included, the Program will not recalculate heat addition due to that
specific equipment or person. This process is repeated until all airways have reached acceptable
temperatures, e.g. the reject temperature is reached at the exhaust airways rather than in nonexhausting airways. At this point, the size and number of the conditioning plant(s) is determined.

Figure 4: Flowchart of Solution Algorithm
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4.3.1. Pseudo Code
A pseudo code is an explicit description of the operating principles of a computer
program, expressed, as far as possible, in non-programming language. The following pseudo
code explains how the Program calculates the heat load on the ventilating air, and calculates the
number of the conditioning plants.
1. Start.
2. Input geometry data for the underground mine being modeled from Excel.
3. Enter airflow data from Excel.
4. Enter pressure data from Excel.
5. Enter the equipment and personnel heat data from Excel.
6. Enter the td, tw and pb for the influent air from Excel.
7. Enter the entry and the exit airways from Excel.
8. Calculate the state point of the influent air.
9. Calculate the Cp and the Cv of the influent air.
10. Enter the required grid step size (user input).
11. Enter the geothermal gradient (user input).
12. Enter the surface rock temperature (user input).
13. Enter the reject temperature (user input).
14. Start For Loop: for the number of steps required to compute the entry airways
a. For each grid step size:
i. Calculate the heat addition due to autocompression.
ii. Calculate the heat addition due to geothermal gradient.
iii. Calculate the heat addition due to equipment.
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iv. Calculate the heat addition due to personnel.
v. Update Cp and the Cv.
b. End For Loop.
15. Start While Loop:
a. While all the airways are not calculated
i. Assume the end node(s) for the entry airways to be the start node(s) for the
next set of airways.
ii. Identify the next airways to be calculated.
iii. Start For Loop: for the number of steps required to compute airways
1. For Each step size:
a. Compute the heat addition due to autocompression.
b. Compute the heat addition due to geothermal gradient.
c. Compute the heat addition due to equipment.
d. Compute the heat addition due to personnel.
e. Update Cp and the Cv.
2. End For Each Loop.
iv. End For Loop.
b. End While Loop.
16. Output airways that have reached reject temperature (td) to Excel workbook.
17. End.
Once all of the airways are at a desired temperature, the size and number of the conditioning
plant can be determined.
1. Start.
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2. Enter ambient air properties: td, tw, and pb, and the influent air flow
3. Enter the target td and tw.
4. Enter the size of the conditioning plant in watts.
5. Calculate the ambient specific humidity, mass flow, and the Cp and Cv of the influent air.
6. Calculate the same air properties for the ambient air mixture.
7. Calculate the enthalpy of the influent ambient air.
8. Calculate the target specific humidity, mass flow, and the Cp and Cv.
9. Calculate the same air properties for the air mixture
10. Calculate the target enthalpy of the conditioning plant air.
11. Calculate the power required
12. Calculate the number of conditioning plants required.
13. End.

4.4.

Code Development

Development of the code consisted of determining how the data, once the appropriate
variables were chosen, would be imported, and/or read by the model. Two separate programs are
used for the Program and the sizing of the conditioning plant. For ease of using the Program, it
was determined that importing the data from an Excel workbook, rather than a database, would
be most beneficial. The workbook consists of four specific tabs (worksheets), with the
information as mentioned in previously. The tabs are named based on the information to be
contained in each: Geometry; Intake; Exhaust; Equipment/Rock/Personnel. To start the Program,
the code opens a form allowing the user to choose the data source file and shows all tabs
contained within the file, as shown in Figure 5, where the first four files are automatically
populated into the selection lists.
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Figure 5: Visual Studio Heat Simulation Program Form

The default values for the conditions may be changed in Step 3 in Figure 5 and the model
then run, which will output calculated data and airways that have reached the specified reject
temperature to a separate Excel workbook. When changes are made to the conditions shown in
Step 3, multiple runs of the Program may be performed, as necessary. Depending upon the
location of the mine in question, a conditioning plant may need to be sized. After running the
heat simulation, the initial and final temperatures for the intake airway where the plant is to be
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located (on the surface) are determined and used for the conditioning plant program, shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 6: Visual Studio Conditioning Calculation Form

Ambient air properties and the target air properties are entered into the Program, along with the
size of the conditioning plant chosen (e.g. 300,000 Watts), the ambient and target specific
humidity and enthalpy of the air are then determined, with the final size and number of
conditioning plants that will be required to cool the air to the target air temperatures.
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5. Calibration and Validation
5.1.

Introduction

Section 4 briefly discussed the process of developing the code, as well as a general
algorithm that the Program follows to produce a solution. The Program was tested using
hypothetical mine networks and parts of real mine networks. Testing continued on networks of
increasing size until a full mine network was simulated. After program testing and debugging,
simulation and validation runs on a full mine network commenced. The full mine network was
based on Newmont’s Leeville Mine and input data taken from the corresponding VentsimTM
model. VentsimTM models were chosen since their use is popular in the mining industry
including at Newmont, and the data output is readily accessible.

5.2.

Simulation of a Mine Ventilation Network

5.2.1. Data Collection and Measurement
Important data that must be obtained by measuring field values are the ambient surface
psychrometric properties (i.e. td, tw, pb, etc.), a ventilation network with all airflows, geometry
data, and rock properties, are presented in Tables V-VII.
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Table V: Geometry Data Input Table

VB Column:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Property:
Segment ID
Entry Node
Exit Node
Length
Entry X
Entry Y
Entry Z
Exit X
Exit Y
Exit Z
Perimeter
Cross-sectional Area
Entry Barometric Pressure
Exit Barometric Pressure
Airflow (Qv)

Value:
----------------

Unit:
---m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m²
kPa
kPa
m³/s

The data presented in Table V represent the geometry input parameters required for the Program.
Segment ID and Entry/Exit nodes are determined by the user. Data in columns 3 to 14 are
available as output from the VentsimTM model.
Table VI: Fresh Air Intake Data Input Table

VB Column:
0
1
2
3
4

Property:
Entry Node
Fresh Air Flow (Qvf)
Dry-Bulb, Intake
Wet-Bulb, Intake
Barometric Pressure, Intake

Value:
------

Unit:
-m³/s
°C
°C
kPa

The fresh air intake data presented in Table VI are measured by the user of Program, at the
surface location of the intake airway(s). Exhaust airway data presented in Table VII are the final
airway(s) considered in the simulation network.
Table VII: Exhaust Node / Airway Data Input Table

VB Column: Property:
0
Node

Value:
--

Unit:
--
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The number of airways in the geometry data input table and Table VIII must be identical,
as they correspond to the same airway and must be sorted identically. The values in VB columns
0 to 6, 9, and 10 are determined by the user. If equipment is to be simulated in an airway, then a
value for the quantity of each type (electric or diesel) must be input along with their location
from the beginning of the airway. The rated power of the engine (Watts) is based on the piece of
equipment in question. Waste heat factors are input as the values presented in VB columns 7 and
8 (ASHRAE, 2011). VB columns 11 to 14 are determined experimentally and eventually
measured as in-situ values for an operating mine.
Table VIII: Equipment, Personnel, & Rock Property Data Input Table

VB Column:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Property:
Segment ID
Qty of Electric Equipment
Qty of Diesel Equipment
Electric Equipment Location
Diesel Equpment Location
Electric Equipment Power
Diesel Equipment Power
E.E. Waste Heat Factor
D.E. Waste Heat Factor
Qty of Personnel
Personnel Location
Age of Airway
Thermal Conductivity (k)
Rock Density
Specific Heat (c )
Atkinson's Friction Factor

Value:
Unit:
-------m
-m
-W
-W
0.8
-0.9
----m
60 Month
2.0 W/m·°C
2,700.0 kg/m³
790.0 J/kg·°C
0.014 kg/m³

For an undeveloped proposed mining operation, the initial rock properties should be determined
by using literature on the location under consideration or by performing laboratory tests on rock
samples from the site. As the mine is developed, these properties should be measured in-situ and
updated on a regular schedule.
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5.2.2. Ventsim Model Data Reduction
A complete model in VentsimTM would be preferable to obtain data for the heat
simulation. Data may be obtained from a model with a successful airflow simulation by selecting
the entire mine network, or by selecting a smaller area of interest. Once the airways are selected
and the VentsimTM model run, the data are exported using VentsimTM’s spreadsheet tool. The
data are then assigned to their appropriate location in the data input tables. Once a mine network,
such as the one shown in Figure 7 is obtained, the data can be exported. An example of the
spreadsheet for the ventilation network is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 7: Example VentsimTM Ventilation Network
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Figure 8: VentsimTM Spreadsheet Utility

Once the data is output from VentsimTM to Excel, the entry and exit nodes are renamed
by the user to remove alpha-characters, as the Program runs only on numeric values. The airways
are sorted by their unique number and a Segment ID is assigned. Segment IDs are assigned, by
the user, after the data are sorted according to their unique number and duplicate airways
removed. Data are then organized according to Tables 5-7.
5.2.3. Running the Program
After starting the Program and selecting the data input Excel workbook, the Program will
import the data from the selected sheets, based on the drop down boxes in Step 2, shown in
Figure 9.
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Figure 9: VS Program Input Form, with Input

The data inputs for Step 3 (Figure 9) are user determined, as well as mine specific. If the
data that is to be read by the Program is in imperial units, then the user needs to check Import as
Imperial Units box at the bottom of Form 1. Once the “Okay” button is clicked, the Program
commences simulation of heat uptake by the mine air.
5.2.3.1.

Simulation of Heat Uptake by the Mine Air

Using the data input tables and the user inputs Form 1, simulation begins at the intake
airways. The heat addition is calculated for every step, with the outputs from each step serving as
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the inputs for the next step. The number of steps required to calculate all the required values for
each airway depends on the step size provided by the user. For example, if the step is one meter
and the airway is 12.5 m in length, there will be 13 iterations for the airway. Once an airway is
calculated the data values at the final step for the airway are output into a data file and used as
the input values for the next airway.
Entry and exit nodes are used to sequence the calculation by the flow of air and perform
the simulation in the correct order. The Program searches the data input table for the appropriate
node value and uses the output/input data for a set of airways if the node numbers match.
Calculation of complex mine networks entails the calculation of multiple airways joining and/or
leaving a single node. When airways join at the same node, their temperatures are combined
using a weighted average system, based on the mass flow of the air. Any duplicate airways are
removed during this calculation. The airways that remain are then used to determine the airways
for the next set of calculations. This process continues until data for all airways have been
calculated. Steps for the heat calculation are outlined below and are based on the process
outlined in Chapters 15 and 15A.2 of Subsurface Ventilation and Environmental Engineering,
1993 by Malcom J. McPherson.
5.2.3.2.

Calculation Procedure for Dry Surface (McPherson, 1993)

1. Assemble the data:
a. Airway dimensions (m)
b. Coefficient of friction, 𝑓 =
c. Age of airway, t (seconds)
d. Airflow Q (m3/s)

𝐴𝑡𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑛′ 𝑠𝐹𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
0.6
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e. Mean dry-bulb temperature of air, θd (°C), wet bulb temperature, θw (°C),
and barometric pressure, P (Pa)
f. Rock thermal properties: thermal conductivity, kr, (W/(m°C)),
density, ρr (kg/m3), specific heat, Cr (J/(kg°C)), diffusivity,
𝑘

𝑚2

𝛼𝑟 = 𝜌 𝐶𝑟 ( 𝑠 ) , and virgin rock temperature, VRT (°C)
𝑟 𝑟
2. Determine derived parameters:
a. Cross-sectional area, A (m2)
b. Perimeter, per (m)
4𝐴

c. Hydraulic mean diameter, 𝑑ℎ = 𝑝𝑒𝑟 (m)
𝑝𝑒𝑟
d. Effective radius, 𝑟𝑎 = 2𝜋 (m)

e. Reynolds’ number, Re
f. Moisture content of air, X (kg/(kg dry air))
g. Mean radiation path length, L (m)
3. Use mass flow (Qm), dry-bulb (td), specific heat at constant pressure (cp) and
constant volume (cv) from previous airway segment calculation as inputs along
with geometry, rock, and other air properties as shown in Tables 5-7.
4. Determine the unit drop of the segment
5. Determine derived parameters:
a. Cross-sectional area, A (m2)
b. Perimeter, per (m)
4𝐴

c. Hydraulic mean diameter, 𝑑ℎ = 𝑝𝑒𝑟 (m)
𝑝𝑒𝑟
d. Effective radius, 𝑟𝑎 = 2𝜋 (m)
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e. Reynolds’ number, Re
f. Moisture content of air, X (kg/(kg dry air))
g. Mean radiation path length, L (m)
6. Calculate the variables for strata heat, (McPherson, 1993):
a. Reynold’s number, Re:
𝑅𝑒 = 268,000 ∙

𝑄𝑣
𝑝𝑒𝑟

(1)

b. Nusselt Number, Nu:
𝑁𝑢 =

0.35𝑓Re
1 + 1.592(15.217 ∙ 𝑓 ∙ Re0.2 − 1)/Re0.125

(2)

7. Determine the overall heat transfer coefficient, h:
a. Convective heat transfer coefficient, hc:
ℎ𝑐 = 0.026

𝑁𝑢
𝑑ℎ

𝑊⁄(𝑚2 ℃)

(3)

where 0.026 W/(m2°C) is the thermal conductivity of air
b. Effective radiative heat transfer coefficient, abhr:
ℎ𝑟 = 22.68 × 10−8 (273.15 + 𝜃𝑑 )3

𝑊⁄(𝑚2 ℃)

(4)

Absorption fraction
𝑎𝑏 = 0.104 ∙ (ln[147 ∙ 𝑋 ∙ 𝐿])

(5)

Effective radiative heat transfer coefficient = abhr.
c. Overall heat transfer coefficient:
ℎ = ℎ𝑐 + 𝑎𝑏 ℎ𝑟 𝑊/(𝑚2 ℃)

(6)

8. Calculate the Biot number, B:
𝐵=

ℎ ∙ 𝑟𝑎
𝑘𝑟

(𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠)

(7)
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9. Calculate the Fourier number, Fo:
𝐹𝑜 =

𝛼𝑟 ∙ 𝑡
𝑟𝑎2

(dimensionless)

(8)

10. Determine dimensionless temperature gradient in the rock but at the surface, G,
from Gibson’s algorithm, page 572 (McPherson, 1993). (See Appendix A: Heat
Simulation Program Code, Line 1166)
11. Determine heat flux, q:
𝐺
𝑞 = ℎ ( ) ∙ (𝑉𝑅𝑇 − 𝜃𝑑 ) 𝑊/𝑚2
𝐵

(9)

where

𝑔𝑔
1,000
where st is the surface rock temperature (°C),
𝑉𝑅𝑇 = 𝑠𝑡 + u_d ∙ 𝑠𝑠 ∙

u_d is the unit drop,
ss is the step size (m), and
gg is the geothermal gradient (°C/1,000m)
12. Calculate heat emission into airway (here, McPherson uses kilowatts, and the
Heat Program uses watts):
𝑞 × 𝑝𝑒𝑟 × 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑦
1000

𝑘𝑊

(10)

13. Calculate the new dry-bulb temperature
𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝑡𝑑 = 𝑡𝑑 +

ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
℃
(𝑄𝑚 ∙ 𝐶𝑣 )

14. Update the specific heats, Cp and Cv
15. Add autocompression and update the specific heat values
16. Check for heat sources: equipment and personnel
a. If present, add heat, and set equipment/personnel value as calculated.

(11)
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17. Update Qm, Cp, Cv, and td for the airway and output values for next segment or
airway that is calculated.
This process is repeated for each step in each airway. If multiple airways merge to a
single node, the air properties (Qm, Cp, Cv, and td) are averaged using the mass flow of the air.
Once averaged, the output values are the inputs for the next segment or airway in the sequence.
5.2.4. Determining the Size and Number of Conditioning Plants
Following the pseudo code in Chapter 4 and using the temperature difference between the
ambient influent air temperature and the temperatures where all airways are at the desired
temperature, the size and number of conditioning plant(s) can be determined. This temperature
difference would be the difference between the ambient air and the conditioned air leaving the
plant and becoming influent air.
Using the ambient td, tw, pb, along with the inlet volume flow of air and the target td and
tw, the ambient and target psychrometric properties are determined by the conditioning plant
program. These properties are the specific humidity, mass flow of air, and specific heat at
constant pressure and constant volume for: dry air, water vapor, and the air mixture. Next, the
conditioning program determines the enthalpy of the ambient air. The same properties are then
calculated for the target air. Once all these values are calculated, the ambient and target sigma
heat values are determined, using the equation 12 (McPherson, 1993).
Σ𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 = ℎ𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 − 𝐶𝑝,𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 ∙ 𝑊 ∙ 𝑡𝑤,𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

J/kgK

(12)

The sigma heat values are used to determine the required power for the conditioning plant(s):
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝑄𝑣,

𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡

× (Σ𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 − Σ𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 ) W

(13)
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After these calculations are performed, the number of plants required to cool the air by the
temperature difference is determined by dividing the power required by the plant watts (user
input).

5.3.

Validation of Heat Simulation Program

For the VS model to be an effective tool, it is required to predict the temperatures of the
ventilating air in an underground mine accurately. Therefore, a decision was made to validate the
results of the VS model against field data collected in an existing underground mine, rather than
using any previously existing thermal regime model of an underground mine (such as VentsimTM
models).
Relevant data were obtained from Newmont in the form of ventilation survey data from
the Leeville Mine. The results from the VS model were compared to the Q2 Leeville Mine
Ventilation Survey, performed in July 2014. The ventilation survey consisted of approximately
one-hundred survey locations throughout the Leeville mine. Given dry-bulb and wet-bulb
temperatures were used for calibration.
Since all of the survey locations would be difficult to validate/calibrate against, twelve
locations were chosen to perform the validation. These twelve locations were chosen according
to model performance, as explained in the following sections. Using data for the entire Leeville
Mine, the absolute differences between the VB predicted temperatures and the Ventilation
Survey recorded values were obtained. Airways were then sorted in terms of the least absolute
difference, and were then selected at random by the smallest absolute difference and by location.
Airways with the smallest absolute difference and the widest spacing throughout the mine were
chosen. Visual representations as taken from the VentsimTM model of the locations are shown in
Figures 10 and 11. This was done so that the predictive performance of the VB model in a large,
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old operating underground mine with widely varying physical/thermal conditions within it can be
evaluated, and so that the Heat Program can be calibrated as widely in the mine as possible.

Figure 10: Selected Calibration Airways

Figure 11: Selected Calibration Airways

5.3.1. Input Data and Parameters
The Program is not designed to solve the network flow problem inherent to all ventilation
quantity flow problems. It relies on the airflow quantities calculated by programs such as
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VentsimTM. The quantity flow in each airway required for the VS model to perform is input in a
table from the VentsimTM model for the Leeville Mine. Other data from the VentsimTM model,
such as the geometry data for the mine, were also read into the model unaltered. Properties for
the rock mass in the mine, as presented in Table IX, were also input from the VentsimTM model.
Table IX: Rock Mass Properties

Rock Mass Property
Age of Airway
Thermal Conductivity (k)
Density
Specific Heat (c)
AFF = K-Value

Value
36
8
2,200
950
0.014

Unit
Months
W/m°C
kg/m³
J/kg·°C
kg/m³

Most of the input values for the model were read from Microsoft (MS) Excel
spreadsheets. Other user input parameters were entered as shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Simulation Program Form

5.3.2. Running the Model
The VS model was run using output data from the VentsimTM software package and
provides geometry as well as airflow information for each airway. Using the simplified Leeville
ventilation model, 782 airways were used in the calculation, with two intake airways (shaft and
decline) and one exhaust airway (shaft). Values for the intake airways are presented in Table X.
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Table X: Leeville Fresh Air Intake Data

Node
#
101
102

Qvf
m³/s
437.54
104.30

td
°C
18.37
21.20

tw
°C
11.69
12.90

pb
kPa
81.12
84.50

The VS model then calculated the air temperatures in the mine according to the physics
(presented in Section 5.2.3.2) programmed into it. After the VS model results were obtained, the
data were reduced and validated/calibrated against the ventilation survey data.
5.3.3. Reduction of Validation Data
A temperature value for each of the airways was determined using the VS model and then
compared to the Q2 Leeville Mine Ventilation Survey. Using the appropriate input values (i.e.,
values in the input data tables as well as user-input data in the VB boxes) in the model, the
difference between the model and surveyed temperatures was used to sort the airways by the
least absolute difference. This provided for 12 airways across the mine to be used for developing
the calibration curve (see Table XI).
Table XI: Visual Studio and 2014 Vent Survey Data

Order
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

VS Data Survey Abs Diff Difference
2
3
4
5
°C
°C
°C
°C
23.365
23.556
0.190
-0.190
23.406
24.667
1.260
-1.260
24.650
28.667
4.017
-4.017
25.333
27.278
1.944
-1.944
25.333
27.222
1.889
-1.889
23.198
24.722
1.524
-1.524
25.333
26.222
0.889
-0.889
23.340
24.278
0.938
-0.938
23.337
23.944
0.608
-0.608
23.331
24.722
1.391
-1.391
25.333
27.278
1.944
-1.944
23.340
25.500
2.160
-2.160
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5.3.4. Initial Calibration / Validation
Data was taken from column number 2 (for the VS model prediction of temperature) and
column number 3 (for the vent survey data). The calibration is based on the two columns in
Table XII with the VS prediction data on the X-axis and the vent survey data on the Y-axis, since
the VS model is expected to predict the vent survey temperatures according to an equation of the
form y = f(x).
Table XII: Calibration Airway Data, Rock Conductivity of 2

Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

VS Data Survey
°C
°C
23.365
23.556
23.406
24.667
24.650
28.667
25.333
27.278
25.333
27.222
23.198
24.722
25.333
26.222
23.340
24.278
23.337
23.944
23.331
24.722
25.333
27.278
23.340
25.500

The result for the validation exercise is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Validation Result, Rock Conductivity of 2

The trendline in Figure 13 has a zeroed intercept. A perfect calibration would result in an
equation of y = x, which would indicate that within the goodness of fit indicated by the R2 value,
the value predicted by the VS model is exactly the same as that measured in the ventilation
survey. The equation of the trendline shown is y = 1.0653x, which is a good match. The R2 value
for the fit is approximately 65% and should be improved.
There are several parameters that can be changed to increase the R2 value for the
goodness of fit and to render the trendline equation as close to y = x as possible. No universal
parameter should be changed. Only those that are site specific and for which no reliable data
exists could be changed. Therefore, two parameters, 1) the age of the airways and 2) the
conductivity of the rock mass were selected for this exercise. The age of the airway was chosen
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as theoretically, over time, there is less heat transferred into the air ventilating the mine. Thermal
rock conductivity was chosen as there was no reliable data for the mine site.
Several changes were made to the age of the airway (both increasing and decreasing the
age). However, they resulted in no discernible effect on the calibration, in terms of an increase in
the R2 value and/or the coefficient of x in the trendline equation; no movement closer to an R2 or
coefficient of 1, was observed. Therefore, the age of the airway was fixed back at five years
(sixty months, same as in the VentsimTM model). The value of the thermal conductivity of the
rock was then changed in succession to achieve better validation/calibration. The value of this
parameter was changed from 2, to 4, 6, 8 and 10. This change significantly improved the
calibration/validation. It is noted, however, that these values for rock conductivities are not
realistic. This Program was a close representation of the actual physics in the mine; however, it
was not an exact representation as all parts of the physics were not considered, e.g., latent heat.
As it is inconceivable to know all aspects of the physics with respect to the heat exchange
between the ventilating air and its surroundings, these unknown values were not incorporated
into the Program.
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6. Results and Discussion
The goal of this research was to develop tools that could predict the temperatures in an
underground mine ventilation network and allow for the calculation of the size and power
requirements of a conditioning plant for cost analyses. These tools would consists of a simulation
program that allows for input of mine airways and their respective properties including geometry
information, rock properties, airflow data, and the presence of equipment and/or personnel. The
simulation model was developed using VS and from the data and guidance of the project sponsor
Newmont, and calibrated against real world, ventilation survey data.

6.1.

Results of Heat Simulation

To model the temperature as close as possible to the ventilation survey, no universal
parameter was to be changed. Only those that are site specific and for which no reliable data
exists were to be changed. Therefore, two parameters, 1) the age of the airways and 2) the
thermal conductivity of the rock mass were changed. As the age of the airway did not provide for
any improvement in the prediction capabilities of the simulation model, the thermal rock
conductivity was used.
After running the data through the VS model for each of the rock conductivity values, the
data was reduced and plotted for comparison. The data for rock conductivity values of 8 and 10
are presented in Tables 13 and 14, with plots for each conductivity value shown in Figures 14
and 15 respectively. Comparisons were made between the VS model and the 2014 Leeville
ventilation survey data, and the VS model and the prediction capabilities of the VentsimTM
model. A comparison between VentsimTM and the Program was made as a check on the
prediction capabilities of the Program. VentsimTM was chosen for comparison as it is a widely
used software package and data were readily available.
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Table XIII: VS Data, Rock Conductivity of 8

Airway
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

VS Data Survey
°C
°C
23.933
23.556
23.991
24.667
27.633
28.667
26.538
27.278
26.538
27.222
24.298
24.722
26.538
26.222
24.439
24.278
24.430
23.944
24.415
24.722
26.538
27.278
24.439
25.500

Table XIV: VS Data, Rock Conductivity of 10

Airway
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

VS Data Survey
°C
°C
24.103
23.556
24.166
24.667
28.468
28.667
26.881
27.278
26.881
27.222
24.616
24.722
26.881
26.222
24.757
24.278
24.746
23.944
24.729
24.722
26.881
27.278
24.757
25.500

Figures 14 and 15 show the final rock conductivity calibrations for the Program as having very
good R2 values and slope equations.

Figure 14: VS Program Calibration, Rock Conductivity of 8
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A value of 8 for the thermal rock conductivity produced a good fit of 88.5% and a very
close equation for approximation of 1.0146 for the temperatures between the Program and the
surveyed data. For a rock conductivity of 10, the equation for the trendline is almost exactly one
to one, meaning that the Program is predicting temperatures that are very similar to those
surveyed in the mine. The R2 value indicates that these values are a very good fit of 90% and a
very close equation for approximation of 1.0008. The results are shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15: VS Program Calibration, Rock Conductivity of 10

With an R2 value of 90%, the heat simulated is very near to the real world values that
were measured. Since there was no discernable change when the age of the airway was varied as
compared to the change in the rock thermal conductivity, it can be concluded that the model is
more sensitive to the thermal conductivity. Values for the age of airway included one month, six
months, and one to five years, but only reached R2 values of up to 60 percent. The data show that
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by varying the input parameters to improve the R2 value for the airways, the simulation can
successfully predict with reasonable confidence the temperatures that will be encountered in a
mine ventilation network. Improving the R2 value and the equation of the trendline by increasing
the rock thermal conductivity significantly improved the results of the Program. The change in
the R2 value and the coefficient on x is presented in Table XV. Simulations ended on a thermal
conductivity of 10 as the results were satisfactory.
Table XV: Improved R2 Value with Increased Rock Thermal Conductivity

Conductivity
2
4
6
8
10

R-Squared Coefficient
65.40%
1.0653
77.52%
1.0463
84.63%
1.0297
88.50%
1.0146
90.08%
1.0008

The same 12 airways were also compared to VentsimTM prediction values. The results are
presented in Tables 16 and 17. VS data is presented (Table 16) for comparison purposes with
VentsimTM data, with the percent difference between the Program and VentsimTM also presented.
The data show in Figure 16 that the VS model predicts almost 80 percent better than the
VentsimTM model.
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Table XVI: VentsimTM and VS Airway Data

Table XVII: VentsimTM and Survey Airway Data

Airway VS Data Ventsim Difference
°C
°C
%
3
24.65
19.20
77.89
7
25.33
17.75
70.06
4
25.33
15.06
59.44
8
23.34
16.83
72.10
12
23.34
15.59
66.79
2
23.41
19.94
85.19
1
23.37
20.09
85.96
5
25.33
15.66
61.82
6
23.20
18.58
80.07
11
25.33
14.31
56.48
9
23.34
16.43
70.39
10
23.33
16.04
68.75

Airway Ventsim Survey
°C
°C
3
19.20
28.67
7
17.75
26.22
4
15.06
27.28
8
16.83
24.28
12
15.59
25.50
2
19.94
24.67
1
20.09
23.56
5
15.66
27.22
6
18.58
24.72
11
14.31
27.28
9
16.43
23.94
10
16.04
24.72

Figure 16 shows Table XVII graphically. Even though the y-intercept of the trendline equation is
not set to a value of zero, there is only a ten percent R2 value, which is a very poor fit.

Figure 16: Ventsim vs Vent Survey, Standard Chart
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To compare the VentsimTM data with the calibration results from the Program, the intercept of
the trendline was set to zero, as shown in Figure 17. Simulating with the same inputs, the
Program is more accurate at predicting airway temperatures than the VentsimTM model. The
model used by VentsimTM was not a temperature calibrated model; however, if the same physics
are used for simulation, then both the Program and VentsimTM should have produced similar
results. As the method of calculating the physics in VentsimTM is proprietary information, it is
uncertain what physics and processes are used to determine the temperature in the airways.

Figure 17: Ventsim vs Vent Survey, Zeroed Chart

The data show that there is very little correlation between the VentsimTM data and the actual
surveyed data. The negative R2 value means that a horizontal line would be a better fit for the
data, which means that VentsimTM predicts multiple values for one surveyed value. This shows
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that the Program has better performance at predicting heat uptake in an underground mine than
VentsimTM.

6.2.

Results of Determination of Conditioning Plant Size and Number

Using the data for a thermal rock conductivity of 10, the required cooling power
necessary to have no airways at or above a wet-bulb reject temperature of 16 °C was determined.
This process was iterative, and utilized the code presented in Appendix B. The temperatures and
pressures presented in Table XVIII were used for the influent air with a quantity flow of 104.3
CMS to produce the following results for each iteration.
Table XVIII: Heat Simulation Iterations

Iteration: t d
1
2
3
4

- °C t w
21.9
20.0
19.5
19.0

- °C p b - kPa At Reject?
12.9
84.5
Yes
12.0
84.5
Yes
11.5
85.0
Yes
11.0
85.5
No

Once the simulation produced no airways above reject temperature, the Conditioning Plant sizing
program was used. The ambient air properties in iteration 1 and the target air properties in
iteration 4 were input into the Conditioning Plant program, as presented in Table XIX, and
produced the following requirements for a conditioning plant:
Table XIX: Conditioning Plant Inputs

Enthalpy Required Cooling
(J/kg·K) Power (Watts)
12.9 21,643
-11.0 18,769
289,116

Output t d - °C t w - °C
Ambient
Target

21.9
19.0

The number of conditioning plants required is based on the size of the plant(s) under
consideration by the ventilation engineer running the simulation. In the case of the above
calculation, a conditioning plant that has a cooling power of 300,000 Watts would provide the
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necessary cooling capacity for the Leeville mine. The same cooling power could be achieved by
two 150,000 Watt plants.

Figure 18: Conditioning Plant, Complete
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7. Summary and Conclusions
7.1.

Heat Simulation

The data produced by the VOR Program in VS have shown that it is advantageous to
solve for the heat uptake in a mine environment. By solving for the heat uptake by the air from
the strata, equipment, autocompression, and personnel, and comparing airway temperatures to a
specified reject temperature, the targeted td and tw can be determined. The biggest advantage for
simulating the heat uptake by the mine air is to know if cooling is, or will be required, in the
future. As ventilation is a major cost component of an underground operation and cooling (if
needed) is a very large portion of the ventilation costs, accurately determining these requirements
is of primary concern. With mining operations continuing to drive larger, deeper, and more
complex mines, the importance of predicting the future costs of ventilation and cooling the
influent mine air at earlier stages in mine planning and development is more apparent.
Simulations using the Program have provided reliable prediction data as compared to
actual ventilation survey data. As shown in this study, by varying the unknown site-specific
parameters of age of airway and rock conductivity, the Program produced values that were very
near to the surveyed data with an R2 value of 90 percent and an equation in the form of y =
1.0008x. This means that a predicted value of 25°C inserted into the equation at “x” would yield
a value of 25.02 °C and a range from 27.52 °C to 22.52 °C with the 10 percent error. In the case
of the Leeville mine, varying the age of airway had very little effect on the air temperature, even
with unrealistic values such as an age of one or six months. As a result of this, the age of the
airway was set at 60 months (five years), and the rock conductivity varied. After varying the rock
conductivity from two through ten, by two, the above R2 and equations were determined and it is
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shown that the model is much more sensitive to the rock thermal conductivity than the age of the
airway.
Since mining companies operate many operations around the world, a generalized
simulation program is extremely beneficial. The Program allows for simulations of many
operations in a short time frame, providing results that allow for decisions on the progression of
new projects. After a few iterations, the simulation will provide the necessary influent air
temperatures that allows for the mine to have no airways above reject temperature. Once these
values are determined, the size and number of conditioning plants can be readily determined.

7.2.

Size and Number of Conditioning Plants

After successfully simulating the mine network, if cooling is required the size and
number of conditioning plants may be determined using the form presented in Figure 18. By
inputting the ambient influent air properties (td, tw, pb, and Q) and the target air properties (td and
tw) determined by running the Program, the required cooling power and the number of plants are
calculated. The size of the conditioning plant in question is determined by the user, with the
required cooling power being the minimum plant wattage required to achieve the simulation
results produced by the heat simulation (e.g. obtaining the target air properties from the ambient
air properties).
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8. Future Work
To achieve the shortest simulation time, without the complications of recirculation, future work
on implementing object-oriented programming (OOP) would be beneficial. The use of OOP
allows for a ‘permission’ based solution, where, in a sequence of airways the next airway must
“ask” for the output values from the previous airway. In considering the sequencing of the
airways, the airway proceeding from a node would not be calculated until all airways preceding
the node have been calculated. This eliminates redundant loops in the calculation, and provides
for a more accurate and faster simulation.
Suggestions for further research are presented below:


More complex modeling methods and inclusion of more complex physics such as
the simulation of changing water and water-vapor content and latent heat in the
mine air. This process may include the radial transfer or three-dimensional radial
heat conduction into established tunnels, an advancing end of a heading, as well
as other calculations presented in Chapter 15.2 of McPherson, 1993.



Develop a program that would solve for the airflow in the network, as well as the
heat uptake by the mine air.



Make adjustments to the Program to automatically iterate through the simulation
until conditioning is no longer possible (freezing temperatures) and/or a result has
been found where no airways are at/above reject temperature, or until the error in
the heat balance is below a set value.
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Make adjustments to the program, such as setting defaults for various or multiple
mining operations, or the ability to save scenarios, and compare the results.



Development of a visual/graphical output that highlights/shows where reject
airways are located.
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9. Model Application and Use Limitations
It is important to note that the users of the VOR Heat Simulation Program, as well as the
Conditioning Plant sizing program, need to be knowledgeable in ventilation practices as well as
have a good understanding of the relationship between the psychrometric properties of air, such
as the dry- and wet-bulb temperatures that are interrelated and cannot be changed by random
processes. Therefore, as the wet-bulb temperature is often the basis for determining reject
temperature of an airway, the user(s) cannot maintain the target dry-bulb and vary only the target
wet-bulb, as the physics of air temperatures would not allow, and the results for the size of the
conditioning plant would be incorrect. A basis for sizing of the conditioning plant would be to
record the ambient air properties on a weekly or bi-weekly basis, and the lowest air properties be
used as a baseline for the cooled intake air. The use of a psychrometric chart at the elevation and
measured pressure of the collar would provide the target td and tw.
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Appendix A: Heat Simulation Program Code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Imports Microsoft.Office.Interop
Imports System
Public Class Form1
' Create Excel app
Dim xlApp As New Excel.Application
' Create Workbook object and open a workbook file
Dim xlBook As Excel.Workbook
'------------------------------------------------'
DECLARE CONSTANTS AND VARIABLES:
'------------------------------------------------Public Const Ra As Single = 287.04
Public Const Rv As Single = 461.5
Public Cp_return As Single
Public Cv_return As Single
Public new_td As Single
'~~> new dry bulb temperature variable for loop
Private Sub btnBrowse_Click(sender As Object, e As EventArgs) Handles btnBrowse.Click
With OpenFileDialog1
.Title = "Select a file to open"
.Filter = "Excel (*xlsx *.xls)|*xlsx;*xls"
.FileName = ""
If .ShowDialog() = Windows.Forms.DialogResult.OK Then
Try
xlBook = xlApp.Workbooks.Open(.FileName)
' Create a Worksheet object
Dim xlSheet As Excel.Worksheet
' Clear boxes
ClearBoxes()
' Display the file path to the workbook
txtFilename.Text = .FileName
' Loop through each worksheet in workbook
For Each xlSheet In xlBook.Worksheets
' Add each worksheet name to listbox and comboboxes
lstWorksheets.Items.Add(xlSheet.Name)
cmbGeometry.Items.Add(xlSheet.Name)
cmbIntakeAirProp.Items.Add(xlSheet.Name)
cmbExhaust.Items.Add(xlSheet.Name)
cmbStrataHeat.Items.Add(xlSheet.Name)
Next
strFileName = CStr(txtFilename.Text)
Catch ex As Exception
' Clear boxes
ClearBoxes()
' Display error message
MessageBox.Show(ex.Message)
End Try
End If
'Set default setting on combo boxes:
cmbGeometry.SelectedIndex() = 0
cmbIntakeAirProp.SelectedIndex() = 1
cmbExhaust.SelectedIndex() = 2
cmbStrataHeat.SelectedIndex() = 3
End With
End Sub
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54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111

Private Sub ComboBoxes_SelectedIndexChanged(sender As Object, e As EventArgs) Handles
cmbGeometry.SelectedIndexChanged, cmbIntakeAirProp.SelectedIndexChanged,
cmbExhaust.SelectedIndexChanged, cmbStrataHeat.SelectedIndexChanged
' If all comboboxes have a worksheet selected enable ok button
If cmbGeometry.Text <> "" And cmbIntakeAirProp.Text <> "" And cmbExhaust.Text <>
"" And cmbStrataHeat.Text <> "" Then
' Enable the Okay button
btnOK.Enabled = True
Else
' Otherwise disable the Okay button
btnOK.Enabled = False
End If
End Sub
Private Sub ClearBoxes()
' Clear the path to file
txtFilename.Text = ""
' Clear the listbox
lstWorksheets.Items.Clear()
' Clear the comboboxes
cmbGeometry.Items.Clear()
cmbIntakeAirProp.Items.Clear()
cmbExhaust.Items.Clear()
cmbStrataHeat.Items.Clear()
'chkAirflow.Checked = True
End Sub
Private Sub btnOK_Click(sender As Object, e As EventArgs) Handles btnOK.Click
'=============================================================================
'
CREATE AND FILL ARRAYS FROM EXCEL FILE:
'=============================================================================
' Create Workbook object and open a workbook file
xlBook = xlApp.Workbooks.Open(txtFilename.Text)
' Create a Worksheet object
Dim xlSheet As Excel.Worksheet
'Create variables for worksheet and array sizes
Dim xlRows, xlColumns, arrRows, arrColumns As Integer
'----------------------------------------------------------------------------'
INPUT GEOMETRY DATA INFORMATION FROM SHEET 1:
'----------------------------------------------------------------------------xlSheet = xlApp.ActiveWorkbook.Sheets(cmbGeometry.Text)
xlRows = xlSheet.UsedRange.Rows.Count
xlColumns = xlSheet.UsedRange.Columns.Count
arrRows = xlRows - 2
arrColumns = xlColumns - 1
Dim intArrGeomRows As Integer = arrRows
Dim intArrGeomColumns As Integer = arrColumns
Dim arrGeometry(arrRows, arrColumns) As Single
For r = 2 To xlRows
For c = 1 To xlColumns
arrGeometry(r - 2, c - 1) = xlSheet.Cells(r, c).Value
Next
Next
'----------------------------------------------------------------------------'~~> SHEET 1: GEOMETRY DATA - Unit Conversion: English to SI
'----------------------------------------------------------------------------If chkImperialUnits.Checked = True Then
For r = 0 To arrRows
'arrGeometry(r, 0) = arrGeometry(r, 0)
'Segment
'arrGeometry(r, 1) = arrGeometry(r, 1)
'Entry Node
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112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168

'arrGeometry(r, 2) = arrGeometry(r, 2)
arrGeometry(r, 3) = arrGeometry(r, 3) *
arrGeometry(r, 4) = arrGeometry(r, 4) *
arrGeometry(r, 5) = arrGeometry(r, 5) *
arrGeometry(r, 6) = arrGeometry(r, 6) *
arrGeometry(r, 7) = arrGeometry(r, 7) *
arrGeometry(r, 8) = arrGeometry(r, 8) *
arrGeometry(r, 9) = arrGeometry(r, 9) *
arrGeometry(r, 10) = arrGeometry(r, 10)
arrGeometry(r, 11) = arrGeometry(r, 11)
arrGeometry(r, 12) = arrGeometry(r, 12)
arrGeometry(r, 13) = arrGeometry(r, 13)
arrGeometry(r, 14) = arrGeometry(r, 14)
CMS)

'Exit Node
0.3048 'Length, (ft to m)
0.3048 'Entry X, (ft to m)
0.3048 'Entry Y, (ft to m)
0.3048 'Entry Z, (ft to m)
0.3048 'Exit X, (ft to m)
0.3048 'Exit Y, (ft to m)
0.3048 'Exit Z, (ft to m)
* 0.3048 'Perimeter, (ft to m)m
* 0.0929 'Area (ft² to m²)
* 101.325'Entry_PB (atm to kPa)
* 101.325'Exit_PB (atm to kPa)
* 0.00047195 * 1000'Qv (kCFM to

Next
End If
'----------------------------------------------------------------------------'~~> DISPLAY GEOMETRY VALUES IN DATA-GRID-VIEW:
'----------------------------------------------------------------------------Dim frmGeometry As New Form2
With frmGeometry
.Text = "Geometry Values"
.DataGridView1.RowCount = arrRows + 1
.DataGridView1.ColumnCount = arrColumns + 1
For r = 0 To arrRows
For c = 0 To arrColumns
.DataGridView1(c, r).Value = arrGeometry(r, c)
Next
Next
.ShowDialog()
'show form
End With
'----------------------------------------------------------------------------'
INPUT FRESH AIR INTAKE PROPERTIES FROM SHEET 2:
'----------------------------------------------------------------------------xlSheet = xlApp.ActiveWorkbook.Sheets(cmbIntakeAirProp.Text)
xlRows = xlSheet.UsedRange.Rows.Count
xlColumns = xlSheet.UsedRange.Columns.Count
arrRows = xlRows - 2
arrColumns = xlColumns - 1
Dim intArrFAIRows As Integer = arrRows
Dim intArrFAIColumns As Integer = arrColumns
Dim arrIntakeAir(arrRows, arrColumns) As Single
For r = 2 To xlRows
For c = 1 To xlColumns
arrIntakeAir(r - 2, c - 1) = xlSheet.Cells(r, c).Value
Next
Next
'----------------------------------------------------------------------------'~~> SHEET 2: FRESH AIR INTAKE(S) Unit Conversion:
'----------------------------------------------------------------------------If chkImperialUnits.Checked = True Then
For r = 0 To arrRows
'arrIntakeAir(r,0) = arrIntakeAir(r,0) 'Nodes
arrIntakeAir(r, 1) = arrIntakeAir(r, 1) * 0.00047195 * 1000 'Qvf (kCFM to
CMS)
arrIntakeAir(r, 2) = (arrIntakeAir(r, 2) - 32) * (5 / 9)
'Intake td
(°F to °C)
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169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226

arrIntakeAir(r, 3) = (arrIntakeAir(r, 3) - 32) * (5 / 9)
'Intake tw
(°F to °C)
arrIntakeAir(r, 4) = arrIntakeAir(r, 4) * 101.325
'Intake_PB (atm to
kPa)
Next
End If
'~~> DISPLAY VALUES IN DATA-GRID-VIEW:
Dim frmIntakeAir As New Form2
With frmIntakeAir
.Text = "Intake Air Values"
.DataGridView1.RowCount = arrRows + 1
.DataGridView1.ColumnCount = arrColumns + 1
For r = 0 To arrRows
For c = 0 To arrColumns
.DataGridView1(c, r).Value = arrIntakeAir(r, c)
Next
Next
.ShowDialog()
'Show Form
End With
'----------------------------------------------------------------------------'
INPUT EXHAUST NODE VALUES FROM SHEET 3:
'----------------------------------------------------------------------------xlSheet = xlApp.ActiveWorkbook.Sheets(cmbExhaust.Text)
xlRows = xlSheet.UsedRange.Rows.Count
xlColumns = xlSheet.UsedRange.Columns.Count
arrRows = xlRows - 2
arrColumns = xlColumns - 1
Dim intArrExRows As Integer = arrRows
Dim intarrExColumns As Integer = arrColumns
Dim arrExhaust(arrRows, arrColumns) As Single
For r = 2 To xlRows
For c = 1 To xlColumns
arrExhaust(r - 2, c - 1) = xlSheet.Cells(r, c).Value
Next
Next
'~~> DISPLAY VALUES IN DATA-GRID-VIEW:
Dim frmExhaust As New Form2
With frmExhaust
.Text = "Exhaust Node(s) Value(s) - All Values in S.I. Units!"
.DataGridView1.RowCount = arrRows + 1
.DataGridView1.ColumnCount = arrColumns + 1
For r = 0 To arrRows
For c = 0 To arrColumns
.DataGridView1(c, r).Value = arrExhaust(r, c)
Next
Next
.ShowDialog()
'Show Form
End With
'----------------------------------------------------------------------------'
INPUT STRATA HEAT VALUES FROM SHEET 4:
'----------------------------------------------------------------------------xlSheet = xlApp.ActiveWorkbook.Sheets(cmbStrataHeat.Text)
xlRows = xlSheet.UsedRange.Rows.Count
xlColumns = xlSheet.UsedRange.Columns.Count
arrRows = xlRows - 2
arrColumns = xlColumns - 1
Dim intArrHeatRows As Integer = arrRows
Dim intArrHeatColumns As Integer = arrColumns
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227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284

Dim arrStrataHeat(arrRows, arrColumns) As Single
For r = 2 To xlRows
For c = 1 To xlColumns
arrStrataHeat(r - 2, c - 1) = xlSheet.Cells(r, c).Value
Next
Next
'~~> SHEET 4: EQUIPMENT/PERSONNEL/ROCK PROPERTIES
If chkImperialUnits.Checked = True Then
For r = 0 To arrRows
'arrStrataHeat(r, 0) = arrStrataHeat(r, 0) 'Segment
'arrStrataHeat(r, 1) = arrStrataHeat(r, 1) 'ElectricEquip
'arrStrataHeat(r, 2) = arrStrataHeat(r, 2) 'DieselEquip
arrStrataHeat(r, 3) = arrStrataHeat(r, 3) * 0.3048 'EELocation (ft to m)
arrStrataHeat(r, 4) = arrStrataHeat(r, 4) * 0.3048 'DELocation (ft to m)
arrStrataHeat(r, 5) = arrStrataHeat(r, 5) * 745.7
'ElectricEquipWatt
(hp to W)
arrStrataHeat(r, 6) = arrStrataHeat(r, 6) * 745.7
'DieselEquipWatt (hp
to W)
'arrStrataHeat(r, 7) = arrStrataHeat(r, 7)
'EEWHFactor
'arrStrataHeat(r, 8) = arrStrataHeat(r, 8)
'DEWHFactor
'arrStrataHeat(r, 9) = arrStrataHeat(r, 9)
'Personnel
arrStrataHeat(r, 10) = arrStrataHeat(r, 10) * 0.3048
'PersonnelLocation (ft to m)
arrStrataHeat(r, 11) = arrStrataHeat(r, 11) / 12 * 365 * 86400
'AgeofAirway(convert months to seconds)
arrStrataHeat(r, 12) = arrStrataHeat(r, 12) * 1.7307
'Thermal
Conductivity (Btu/h·ft·°F to W/m·°C)
arrStrataHeat(r, 13) = arrStrataHeat(r, 13) * 515.379
'Density (lbm/ft³
to kg/m³)
arrStrataHeat(r, 14) = arrStrataHeat(r, 14) * 4186.8
'Specific Heat
(Btu/lbm·°F to J/kg·°C)
arrStrataHeat(r, 15) = arrStrataHeat(r, 15) * 1855000.0 'AFF = K-Value
(Friction, Ramani's Text)
Next
ElseIf chkImperialUnits.Checked = False Then
For r = 0 To arrRows
arrStrataHeat(r, 11) = arrStrataHeat(r, 11) / 12 * 365 * 86400 '* 36 *
86400 ' 'AgeofAirway(convert months to seconds)
Next
End If
'~~> DISPLAY VALUES IN DATA-GRID-VIEW:
Dim frmStrataHeat As New Form2
With frmStrataHeat
.Text = "Strata Heat Values"
.DataGridView1.RowCount = arrRows + 1
.DataGridView1.ColumnCount = arrColumns + 1
For r = 0 To arrRows
For c = 0 To arrColumns
.DataGridView1(c, r).Value = arrStrataHeat(r, c)
Next
Next
.ShowDialog()
'Show Form
End With
'=============================================================================
'
END INPUT
END INPUT
END INPUT
END INPUT
END INPUT
END INPUT
'=============================================================================
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285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342

'=============================================================================
'
DEVELOP OTHER ARRAYS FOR CALCULATIONS AND DATA MANIPULATION:
'=============================================================================
'=============================================================================
'
Develop other arrays, GEOMETRY Data:
'=============================================================================
'~~> Vertical Displacement and Pressure Difference from "GeometryArray"
'Dim intArrGeomRows As Integer = arrRows
'Dim intArrGeomColumns = arrColumns
Dim arrVertDisp(intArrGeomRows) As Single
Dim arrPbDiff(intArrGeomRows) As Single
For r = 0 To arrRows
arrVertDisp(r) = arrGeometry(r, 6) - arrGeometry(r, 9)
arrPbDiff(r) = arrGeometry(r, 12) - arrGeometry(r, 13)
Next
'=============================================================================
'
Develop other arrays, FRESH AIR INTAKE Data:
'=============================================================================
'~~> FAIntake is the array ("matrix") that recieves all the values from the
'
FreshAirIntake worksheet
'Dim intArrFAIRows As Integer = arrRows
'Dim intArrFAIColumns As Integer = arrColumns
Dim arrFAINodes(intArrFAIRows) As Integer
Dim arrQvf(intArrFAIRows) As Single
For r = 0 To intArrFAIRows
arrFAINodes(r) = arrIntakeAir(r, 0)
arrQvf(r) = arrIntakeAir(r, 1)
Next
'Create arrays to process the characteristics of each intake in order to
'
average the values for
'
- RhoIntakeMix_Mean
'
- W_Mean
Dim arrFAI_PropData(intArrFAIRows, 12) As Single
Dim arrFAI_RhoMix(intArrFAIRows) As Single
Dim arrFAI_W(intArrFAIRows) As Single
'Calculate the air properties for each intake
'
intakeair_pv - Partial pressure of water vapor in intake air
'
intakeair_pa - Partial pressure of dry air in intake air
'
W - Specific Humidity
'
Rm - Gas constant of the mixture
'
Rho_mixture - Density of the vapor + dry air mixture
'
Qmf - Mass flow of fresh air at each intake
For r = 0 To intArrFAIRows
arrFAI_PropData(r, 0) = arrIntakeAir(r, 0) 'FAI_Nodes
'SPECIFIC HUMIDITY FUNCTIONALITY:
arrFAI_PropData(r, 1) = (0.6105 * Math.Exp(17.27 * (arrIntakeAir(r, 3)) /
((arrIntakeAir(r, 3)) + 237.3))) - 0.000644 *
(arrIntakeAir(r, 4)) *
((arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) - (arrIntakeAir(r, 3)))
'FAI_pv
arrFAI_PropData(r, 2) = (0.6105 * Math.Exp(17.27 * (arrIntakeAir(r, 3)) /
((arrIntakeAir(r, 3)) + 237.3))) - 0.000644 *
(arrIntakeAir(r, 4)) *
((arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) - (arrIntakeAir(r, 3))) 'FAI_pa
arrFAI_PropData(r, 3) = 0.622*(arrFAI_PropData(r,1)) / ((arrIntakeAir(r,4)) (arrFAI_PropData(r, 1))) 'FAI_W
'MASS FLOW FUNCTIONALITY:
'
FAI_Rm:
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arrFAI_PropData(r, 4) = (Ra + (arrFAI_PropData(r, 3)) * Rv) / (1 +
(arrFAI_PropData(r, 3)))
'
FAIRho_Mix:
arrFAI_PropData(r, 5) = 1000.0 * ((arrIntakeAir(r, 4)) - 0.378 *
(arrFAI_PropData(r, 1))) / (Ra * ((arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) + 273.15))
'
Qmf:
arrFAI_PropData(r, 6) = (arrIntakeAir(r, 1)) * (arrFAI_PropData(r, 5))
'SPECIFIC HEAT FUNCTIONALITY:
'~~> Cp_da:
arrFAI_PropData(r, 7) = (-7.0E-20 * ((arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) + 273.15) ^ 6 +
0.0000000000000004 * ((arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) + 273.15) ^ 5 0.0000000000006 * ((arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) + 273.15) ^ 4 +
0.0000000002 * ((arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) + 273.15) ^ 3 +
0.0000001 * (arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) + 273.15) ^ 2 - 0.0002 *
((arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) + 273.15) + 1.0298) * 1000.0
'~~> Cv_da:
arrFAI_PropData(r, 8) = (-7.0E-20 * ((arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) + 273.15) ^ 6 +
0.0000000000000004 * ((arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) + 273.15) ^ 5 0.0000000000006 * ((arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) + 273.15) ^ 4 +
0.0000000002 * ((arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) + 273.15) ^ 3 +
0.0000005 * ((arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) + 273.15) ^ 2 - 0.0002 *
((arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) + 273.15) + 0.7427) * 1000.0
'~~> Cp_watervapor:
arrFAI_PropData(r, 9) = (1.0E-21 * ((arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) + 273.15) ^ 6 3.0E-17 * ((arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) + 273.15) ^ 5 +
0.0000000000002 * ((arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) + 273.15) ^ 4 0.0000000007 * ((arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) + 273.15) ^ 3 + 0.000001
* ((arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) + 273.15) ^ 2 - 0.0002 *
((arrIntakeAir(r, 2)) + 273.15) + 1.8435) * 1000.0
'~~> Cv_watervapor:
arrFAI_PropData(r, 10) = ((arrFAI_PropData(r, 9)) * 18.0 / 1000.0 - 8.314) *
1000.0 / 18.0
'~~> Cp_mixture:
arrFAI_PropData(r, 11) = ((arrFAI_PropData(r, 7)) + (arrFAI_PropData(r, 3)) *
(arrFAI_PropData(r, 9))) / (1 + (arrFAI_PropData(r, 3)))
'~~> Cv_mixture:
arrFAI_PropData(r, 12) = ((arrFAI_PropData(r, 8)) + (arrFAI_PropData(r, 3)) *
(arrFAI_PropData(r, 10))) / (1 + (arrFAI_PropData(r, 3)))
'Arrays for FAI Averages:
arrFAI_RhoMix(r) = arrFAI_PropData(r, 5)
arrFAI_W(r) = arrFAI_PropData(r, 3)
Next
'----------------------------------------------------------------------------'Since this program does not account for compressible flow, and there is a
'
possibility that different fresh air intakes for a large mine will have
'
have fresh air entering at different densities, it would be expedient to
'
average all the different intake air densities and use that average
'
number for calculations. The average density number is stored in the
'
variable RhoIntakeMix_Mean and is calculated by averaging the vector
'
Rho_mixture.
'----------------------------------------------------------------------------Dim sngRhoIntakeMix_Mean As Single
Dim sngTotal1 As Single = 0
'Dim intCount As Integer
For r = 0 To intArrFAIRows
sngTotal1 += arrFAI_RhoMix(r)
Next
sngRhoIntakeMix_Mean = sngTotal1 / arrFAI_RhoMix.Length
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'----------------------------------------------------------------------------'Since phase change is not being considered, the same thing is done with
'
the specific humidity W. The average value for W is stored in the
'
variable W_Mean.
'----------------------------------------------------------------------------Dim sngW_Mean As Single
Dim sngTotal2 As Single = 0
For r = 0 To intArrFAIRows
sngTotal2 += arrFAI_W(r)
Next
sngW_Mean = sngTotal2 / arrFAI_W.Length
'=============================================================================
'=============================================================================
'
CREATING THE NETWORK AND ADDING HEAT:
'=============================================================================
'=============================================================================
'Define counters and necessary arrays:
Dim i As Integer = 0
Dim j As Integer = 0
Dim intCounter1 As Integer ' = -1 value defined below
Dim intCounter2 As Integer = 1
Dim intCounter3 As Integer = 1
Dim sngUD As Single = 0
Dim intNodeCount As Integer = 0
'Strata Heat info. (From Sheet 4: Equip.+Pers.+Rock Props) has been imported.
'ARRAYS FOR REFERENCE:
'
arrFAI_PropData(,)
'
arrIntakeAir(,)
'
arrFAI_RhoMix()
'
arrPbDiff()
'
arrFAI_W()
'
arrQvf()
'
arrFAINodes()
'
arrStrataHeat(,)
'
arrGeometry(,)
'
arrVertDisp()
Dim arrUnitDrop(intArrHeatRows) As Single
Dim arrRockDiff(intArrHeatRows) As Single
Dim arrHydrDiam(intArrHeatRows) As Single
Dim arrRadPath(intArrHeatRows) As Single
Dim arrEffRadius(intArrHeatRows) As Single
For r = 0 To intArrHeatRows
arrUnitDrop(r) = arrVertDisp(r) / arrGeometry(r, 3)
arrRockDiff(r) = arrStrataHeat(r, 12) / (arrStrataHeat(r, 13) *
arrStrataHeat(r, 14))
arrHydrDiam(r) = arrGeometry(r, 11) / arrGeometry(r, 10)
arrRadPath(r) = 3 * arrHydrDiam(r)
arrEffRadius(r) = arrGeometry(r, 10) / (2 * Math.PI)
Next
'Set an array called "Startnodes" to read the Entry Nodes for each set of
'
calculations. The first values for this array, for the first set of
'
calculations, will be the node numbers for the fresh air intake nodes.
'
From the second set of calculations onwards, it will update to the exit
'
nodes to the first set of calculations.
Dim arrStartNodes(intArrFAIRows) As Integer
Dim arrQm(intArrFAIRows) As Single
Dim arrCp_mix(intArrFAIRows) As Single
Dim arrCv_mix(intArrFAIRows) As Single
Dim arr_td(intArrFAIRows) As Single
For r = 0 To intArrFAIRows
arrStartNodes(r) = arrFAINodes(r)
arrQm(r) = arrFAI_PropData(r, 6)
arrCp_mix(r) = arrFAI_PropData(r, 11)
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arrCv_mix(r) = arrFAI_PropData(r, 12)
arr_td(r) = arrIntakeAir(r, 2)
Next
'Find size of array Start Nodes
Dim intSizeArray As Integer = CInt(arrStartNodes.GetUpperBound(0))
Dim intSizeEndArray As Integer
Dim arrAirway(intArrFAIRows, 15) As Single
Dim arrEquipment(intArrFAIRows, 10) As Single
Dim arrAirProps(intSizeArray, 4) As Single
Dim L As Single
Dim t_d As Single
Dim QMass As Single
Dim Cp As Single
Dim Cv As Single
Dim strata_heat As Single
Dim heat_emission As Single
Dim GTG As Single = CSng(txtGTG.Text)
Dim step_size As Single = CSng(txtStepSize.Text)
Dim SRT As Single = CSng(txtSRT.Text)
Dim arrEnd_Cp_Mix(intSizeArray) As Single
Dim arrEnd_Cv_Mix(intSizeArray) As Single
Dim arrEnd_td(intSizeArray) As Single
Dim arrEnd_Mass(intSizeArray) As Single
Dim arrEnd_Airways(intSizeArray, 5) As Single
Dim arrStart_Airways(intSizeArray, 5) As Single
Dim arrPP(intSizeArray, 5) As Single 'used for checking end nodes, as duplicate
end_airways
Dim intWhileCounter As Integer = intSizeArray
Dim intWhileCounter2 As Integer = intSizeArray
Dim intNodeCount_1 As Integer = intSizeArray + 1
Dim Qv, p, w, rp, f, dh, td, alpha_r, r_eff, k_r, t, gg, u_d, st, ss As Single
Dim sngAutoComp_td As Single
Dim intLoopCount As Integer = 0
Dim arrFinals(intArrGeomRows, 3) As Single
For r = 0 To intArrGeomRows
arrFinals(r, 0) = arrGeometry(r, 0)
arrFinals(r, 1) = arrGeometry(r, 1)
arrFinals(r, 2) = arrGeometry(r, 2)
'arrFinals(r,3) = Dry_Bulb Temperature.
Next
Dim intCalcCounter As Integer = 0
Dim intCalcCounter2 As Integer = 0
Dim arrListReject = New List(Of Single)
Dim arrListCalculated = New List(Of Single)
While intWhileCounter >= 1 'intWhileCounter2 <= intArrGeomRows '
intCalcCounter = 0
For r = 0 To arrGeometry.GetUpperBound(0)
If arrGeometry(r, 15) = 0 Then
intCalcCounter += 1
End If
Next
If intCalcCounter = 0 Then
Exit While
End If
intCounter1 = -1
intLoopCount += 1
intNodeCount = intNodeCount + intNodeCount_1
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For i = 0 To intSizeArray
For j = 0 To intArrGeomRows
If arrGeometry(j, 1) = arrStartNodes(i) Then
intCounter1 += 1
'Add geometry and airway properties of start airways to arrAirway for calculations:
arrAirway(intCounter1, 0) = arrGeometry(j, 0)
'Segment
arrAirway(intCounter1, 1) = arrGeometry(j, 1)
'Entry_Node
arrAirway(intCounter1, 2) = arrGeometry(j, 2)
'Exit_Node
arrAirway(intCounter1, 3) = arrGeometry(j, 3)
'Length
arrAirway(intCounter1, 4) = arrGeometry(j, 10)
'Perimeter
arrAirway(intCounter1, 5) = arrGeometry(j, 11)
'Area
arrAirway(intCounter1, 6) = arrGeometry(j, 14)
'Qv
arrAirway(intCounter1, 7) = arrUnitDrop(j)
'Unit_Drop
arrAirway(intCounter1, 8) = arrRadPath(j)
'Radiation_Path
arrAirway(intCounter1, 9) = arrStrataHeat(j, 15) 'AFF
arrAirway(intCounter1, 10) = arrHydrDiam(j)
'Hyd_Diam
arrAirway(intCounter1, 11) = arrRockDiff(j)
'Rock_Diffusivity
arrAirway(intCounter1, 12) = arrEffRadius(j)
'Effective_Radius
arrAirway(intCounter1, 13) = arrStrataHeat(j, 12)
'Rock_Conductivity
arrAirway(intCounter1, 14) = arrStrataHeat(j, 11) 'Age_of_Airway
arrAirway(intCounter1, 15) = arrGeometry(j, 15)
'Calc’d Counter
'add air properties to arrAirProps based on (i):
arrAirProps(intCounter1, 0) = arrQm(i)
arrAirProps(intCounter1, 1) = arrCp_mix(i)
arrAirProps(intCounter1, 2) = arrCv_mix(i)
arrAirProps(intCounter1, 3) = arr_td(i)
arrAirProps(intCounter1, 4) = arrGeometry(j, 15)
'add equipment properties to arrEquipment
arrEquipment(intCounter1, 0) = arrStrataHeat(j, 0) 'Segment
arrEquipment(intCounter1, 1) = arrStrataHeat(j, 1) 'EE_Equip
arrEquipment(intCounter1, 2) = arrStrataHeat(j, 2) 'DE_Equip
arrEquipment(intCounter1, 3) = arrStrataHeat(j, 3) 'EE_Location
arrEquipment(intCounter1, 4) = arrStrataHeat(j, 4) 'DE_Location
arrEquipment(intCounter1, 5) = arrStrataHeat(j, 5) 'EE_Watts
arrEquipment(intCounter1, 6) = arrStrataHeat(j, 6) 'DE_Watts
arrEquipment(intCounter1, 7) = arrStrataHeat(j, 7) 'EE_WH_Factor
arrEquipment(intCounter1, 8) = arrStrataHeat(j, 8) 'DE_WH_Factor
arrEquipment(intCounter1, 9) = arrStrataHeat(j, 9) 'Personnel
arrEquipment(intCounter1, 10) = arrStrataHeat(j, 10)
'PersonLocation
End If
Next
Next
intSizeArray = arrAirway.GetUpperBound(0)
For i = 0 To intSizeArray
'Check to see if airway has been calculated, if not continue, if so skip.
If arrAirway(i, 15) = 0 Then
L = 0
'========================================
'
EQUIPMENT
'========================================
Dim arrHeatSource(3, 4) As Single
Dim intEE_counter As Integer = 0
Dim intDE_counter As Integer = 0
Dim intPPL_counter As Integer = 0
Dim sngEE_td As Single = 0
Dim sngDE_td As Single = 0
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Dim sngPPL_td As Single = 0
Dim int_x As Integer = -1
'check for EE Equip presence, and add:
If arrEquipment(i, 1) <> 0 Then
intEE_counter = 1
int_x += 1
arrHeatSource(int_x, 0) = arrEquipment(i, 3)
'Location
arrHeatSource(int_x, 1) = intEE_counter
'Counter
arrHeatSource(int_x, 2) = arrEquipment(i, 1)
'Quantity
arrHeatSource(int_x, 3) = arrEquipment(i, 5)
'Wattage
arrHeatSource(int_x, 4) = arrEquipment(i, 7)
'WH_Factor
End If
'Check for DE Equip Presence, and add:
If arrEquipment(i, 2) <> 0 Then
intDE_counter = 2
int_x += 1
arrHeatSource(int_x, 0) = arrEquipment(i, 4)
'Location
arrHeatSource(int_x, 1) = intDE_counter
'Counter
arrHeatSource(int_x, 2) = arrEquipment(i, 2)
'Quantity
arrHeatSource(int_x, 3) = arrEquipment(i, 6)
'Wattage
arrHeatSource(int_x, 4) = arrEquipment(i, 8)
'WH_Factor
End If
'Check for Personnel, and add:
If arrEquipment(i, 9) <> 0 Then
intPPL_counter = 3
int_x += 1
arrHeatSource(int_x, 0) = arrEquipment(i, 10)
'Location
arrHeatSource(int_x, 1) = intPPL_counter
'Counter
arrHeatSource(int_x, 2) = arrEquipment(i, 9)
'Personnel
arrHeatSource(int_x, 3) = 400
'Wattage
arrHeatSource(int_x, 4) = 1
'Factor
End If
'========================================
'
EQUIP/PERSON SORT BY LENGTH
'========================================
If int_x > -1 Then
Dim arrHeatSourceSort(1, 4)
If int_x = 1 Then
If arrHeatSource(0, 0) > arrHeatSource(1, 0) Then 'if length
1 > length 2
'Transfer airways to sorted so lengths are increasing in
order:
For c = 0 To 4
arrHeatSourceSort(0, c) = arrHeatSource(1, c)
arrHeatSourceSort(1, c) = arrHeatSource(0, c)
Next
'Transfer sorted airways back to arrHeatSource for calcs:
For r = 0 To int_x
For c = 0 To 4
arrHeatSource(r, c) = arrHeatSourceSort(r, c)
Next
Next
End If
End If
If int_x = 2 Then
If arrHeatSource(0, 0) > arrHeatSource(1, 0) Then 'if length
1 > length 2
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'transfer airways to sorted so lengths are increasing in
order:
For c = 0 To 4
arrHeatSourceSort(0, c) = arrHeatSource(1, c)
arrHeatSourceSort(1, c) = arrHeatSource(0, c)
Next
'transfer sorted airways back to arrHeatSource for calcs:
For r = 0 To 1
For c = 0 To 4
arrHeatSource(r, c) = arrHeatSourceSort(r, c)
Next
Next
End If
If arrHeatSource(1, 0) > arrHeatSource(2, 0) Then 'if
(new)length 2 > length 3
'transfer airways to sorted so lengths are increasing in
order:
For c = 0 To 4
arrHeatSourceSort(0, c) = arrHeatSource(2, c)
arrHeatSourceSort(1, c) = arrHeatSource(1, c)
Next
'transfer sorted airways back to arrHeatSource for calcs:
'For r = 0 To int_x
For c = 0 To 4
arrHeatSource(1, c) = arrHeatSourceSort(0, c)
arrHeatSource(2, c) = arrHeatSourceSort(1, c)
Next
'Next
End If
If arrHeatSource(0, 0) > arrHeatSource(1, 0) Then 'if length
1 > length 2
'transfer airways to sorted so lengths are increasing in
order:
For c = 0 To 4
arrHeatSourceSort(0, c) = arrHeatSource(1, c)
arrHeatSourceSort(1, c) = arrHeatSource(0, c)
Next
'transfer sorted airways back to arrHeatSource for calcs:
For r = 0 To 1
For c = 0 To 4
arrHeatSource(r, c) = arrHeatSourceSort(r, c)
Next
Next
End If
End If
End If
'==============
'
END SORT
'==============
QMass = arrAirProps(i, 0)
Cp = arrAirProps(i, 1)
Cv = arrAirProps(i, 2)
t_d = arrAirProps(i, 3)
'Values to be passed into "StrataHeat" Function, in order:
'Qv, p, w, rp, f, dh, td, alpha_r, r_eff, k_r, t, gg, u_d, st, ss
Qv = arrAirway(i, 6)
'Velocity flow rate
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p = arrAirway(i, 4)
'Perimeter
w = sngW_Mean
'Specific Humidity
rp = arrAirway(i, 8)
'Radiation Path
f = arrAirway(i, 9)
'AFF
dh = arrAirway(i, 10)
'Hydraulic Diameter
td = t_d
'Dry Bulb Temp
alpha_r = arrAirway(i, 11) 'Rock Diffusivity
r_eff = arrAirway(i, 12)
'Effective Radius
k_r = arrAirway(i, 13)
'Rock Conductivity
t = arrAirway(i, 14)
'Age of Airway
gg = GTG
'Geothermal Gradient
u_d = arrAirway(i, 7)
'Unit Drop
st = SRT
'Surface Rock Temp
ss = step_size
'Step Size
While L < arrAirway(i, 3)
L = L + step_size
sngUD = sngUD + arrAirway(i, 7)
strata_heat = fncStrataHeat(Qv, p, w, rp, f, dh, td, alpha_r,
r_eff, k_r, t, gg, sngUD, st, ss)
heat_emission = strata_heat * arrAirway(i, 4) * step_size
new_td = t_d + heat_emission / (QMass * Cv)
fncSpecificHeat(new_td, sngW_Mean)
Cp = Cp_return
Cv = Cv_return
'add autocompression
If sngUD <= 0.0 Then
sngAutoComp_td = new_td
Else
sngAutoComp_td = new_td + u_d * 9.81 / Cp
End If
fncSpecificHeat(sngAutoComp_td, sngW_Mean)
Cp = Cp_return
Cv = Cv_return
t_d = sngAutoComp_td
'=================================
'
EQUIPMENT HEAT ADDITION
'=================================
Dim sngHeat_Add As Single
If int_x = 0 Then
If L > arrHeatSource(0, 0) Then
sngHeat_Add = arrHeatSource(0, 2) * arrHeatSource(0, 3) *
arrHeatSource(0, 4)
new_td = t_d + sngHeat_Add / (QMass * Cv)
fncSpecificHeat(new_td, sngW_Mean)
Cp = Cp_return
Cv = Cv_return
t_d = new_td
arrHeatSource(0, 0) = (10 ^ 6)
End If
End If
If int_x = 1 Then
If L > arrHeatSource(0, 0) Then
sngHeat_Add = arrHeatSource(0, 2) * arrHeatSource(0, 3) *
arrHeatSource(0, 4)
new_td = t_d + sngHeat_Add / (QMass * Cv)
fncSpecificHeat(new_td, sngW_Mean)
Cp = Cp_return
Cv = Cv_return
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t_d = new_td
arrHeatSource(0, 0) = (10 ^ 6)
End If
If L > arrHeatSource(1, 0) Then
sngHeat_Add = arrHeatSource(1, 2) *
arrHeatSource(1, 4)
new_td = t_d + sngHeat_Add / (QMass
fncSpecificHeat(new_td, sngW_Mean)
Cp = Cp_return
Cv = Cv_return
t_d = new_td
arrHeatSource(1, 0) = (10 ^ 6)
End If
End If
If int_x = 2 Then
If L > arrHeatSource(0, 0) Then
sngHeat_Add = arrHeatSource(0, 2) *
arrHeatSource(0, 4)
new_td = t_d + sngHeat_Add / (QMass
fncSpecificHeat(new_td, sngW_Mean)
Cp = Cp_return
Cv = Cv_return
t_d = new_td
arrHeatSource(0, 0) = (10 ^ 6)
End If
If L > arrHeatSource(1, 0) Then
sngHeat_Add = arrHeatSource(1, 2) *
arrHeatSource(1, 4)
new_td = t_d + sngHeat_Add / (QMass
fncSpecificHeat(new_td, sngW_Mean)
Cp = Cp_return
Cv = Cv_return
t_d = new_td
arrHeatSource(1, 0) = (10 ^ 6)
End If
If L > arrHeatSource(2, 0) Then
sngHeat_Add = arrHeatSource(2, 2) *
arrHeatSource(2, 4)
new_td = t_d + sngHeat_Add / (QMass
fncSpecificHeat(new_td, sngW_Mean)
Cp = Cp_return
Cv = Cv_return
t_d = new_td
arrHeatSource(2, 0) = (10 ^ 6)
End If
End If
'========================================
'
END EQUIP/PERSON HEAT ADDITION
'========================================
End While
arrAirway(i, 15) = 1
ElseIf arrAirway(i, 15) = 1 Then
QMass = arrAirProps(i, 0)
Cp = arrAirProps(i, 1)
Cv = arrAirProps(i, 2)
t_d = arrAirProps(i, 3)
End If
arrEnd_Cp_Mix(i) = Cp

arrHeatSource(1, 3) *
* Cv)

arrHeatSource(0, 3) *
* Cv)

arrHeatSource(1, 3) *
* Cv)

arrHeatSource(2, 3) *
* Cv)
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arrEnd_Cv_Mix(i) = Cv
arrEnd_td(i) = new_td
arrEnd_Mass(i) = QMass
'Set calculated counter from 0 to 1
arrAirway(i, 15) = 1
For r = 0 To arrGeometry.GetUpperBound(0)
For s = 0 To arrAirway.GetUpperBound(0)
If arrAirway(s, 0) = arrGeometry(r, 0) Then
arrGeometry(r, 15) = arrAirway(s, 15)
End If
Next
Next
If new_td >= txtRejectTemp.Text Then
'For r = 0 To arrGeometry.GetUpperBound(0)
'
For c = 0 To 5
arrListReject.Add(arrAirway(i, 0)) 'Segment
arrListReject.Add(arrAirway(i, 1)) 'entry node
arrListReject.Add(arrAirway(i, 2)) 'exit node
arrListReject.Add(arrEnd_td(i))
'dry bulb
arrListReject.Add(arrAirway(i, 6)) 'Q_Velocity
arrListReject.Add(arrEnd_Mass(i))
'Q_mass
arrListReject.Add(arrEnd_Cp_Mix(i)) 'CpMix
arrListReject.Add(arrEnd_Cv_Mix(i)) 'CvMix
'
Next
'Next
End If
Next
'With Form5
'
.lstForm5.Items.Add("Loop: " & intLoopCount & ", " & " new_td)
'End With
intSizeArray = (arrEnd_Cp_Mix.GetUpperBound(0))
Dim arrListIntermediate = New List(Of Single)
Dim arrListCommon = New List(Of Single)
Dim arrListNodes As New List(Of Single)
'Consolidate values for end nodes into arrEnd_Airways.
For i = 0 To intSizeArray
arrEnd_Airways(i, 0) = arrAirway(i, 2) 'Exit Node(s) ' i for arrAirway =
0,1; arrEnd_Airways = 0,1,2
arrEnd_Airways(i, 1) = arrEnd_Mass(i)
'End Qm
arrEnd_Airways(i, 2) = arrEnd_Cp_Mix(i) 'End Cp_mix
arrEnd_Airways(i, 3) = arrEnd_Cv_Mix(i) 'End Cv_mix
arrEnd_Airways(i, 4) = arrEnd_td(i)
'End dry bulb temp.
arrEnd_Airways(i, 5) = arrAirway(i, 1) 'Entry Node(s)
'Add end nodes to arrListNodes, and check for duplicates to size start
nodes.
'If duplicates are present, only a singular value will be added.
If IsNothing(arrListNodes) Then
arrListNodes.Add(arrEnd_Airways(i, 0))
ElseIf Not arrListNodes.Contains(arrEnd_Airways(i, 0)) Then
arrListNodes.Add(arrEnd_Airways(i, 0)) 'used for sizing of array for
multiple entry nodes.
End If
'Set arrPP equal to arrEnd_Airways = CREATE A COPY OF for duplicate check
arrPP(i, 0) = arrEnd_Airways(i, 0) 'Exit Nodes
arrPP(i, 1) = arrEnd_Airways(i, 1) 'End Qm
arrPP(i, 2) = arrEnd_Airways(i, 2) 'End Cp_mix
arrPP(i, 3) = arrEnd_Airways(i, 3) 'End Cv_mix
arrPP(i, 4) = arrEnd_Airways(i, 4) 'End dry bulb temp
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arrPP(i, 5) = arrEnd_Airways(i, 5) 'EntryNodes
With Form5
.lstForm5.Items.Add("Row_" & i & ": " & CInt(arrPP(i, 5)) & "-" &
CInt(arrPP(i, 0)) & ", " & "Loop: " & intLoopCount & ", " &
CSng(arrPP(i, 1)) & ", " & CSng(arrPP(i, 2)) & ", " &
CSng(arrPP(i, 3)) & ", " & CSng(arrPP(i, 4)))
End With
arrListCalculated.Add(arrAirway(i, 0)) 'Segment
0
arrListCalculated.Add((intLoopCount))
'Loop
1
arrListCalculated.Add((i))
'Row
2
arrListCalculated.Add((arrPP(i, 5)))
'Entry
3
arrListCalculated.Add((arrPP(i, 0)))
'Exit
4
'arrListCalculated.Add(CStr(arrAirway(i, 6)))
arrListCalculated.Add((arrPP(i, 1)))
'Qm
5
arrListCalculated.Add((arrPP(i, 2)))
'Cpmix
6
arrListCalculated.Add((arrPP(i, 3)))
'Cvmix
7
arrListCalculated.Add((arrPP(i, 4)))
'End Dry Bulb
8
Next
If t_d > 50 Or t_d < 0 Then
Form5.ShowDialog()
End If
'
'Find Entry/Exit node amounts:
Dim intEntryCount As Integer = 0
'Dim intExitCount As Integer
Dim arrEntryNodes(intArrGeomRows) As Integer
Dim arrExitNodes(intArrGeomRows) As Integer
For r = 0 To intArrGeomRows
arrEntryNodes(r) = arrGeometry(r, 1)
arrExitNodes(r) = arrGeometry(r, 2)
Next
Array.Sort(arrEntryNodes)
Array.Sort(arrExitNodes)
Dim int_r As Integer = 0
Dim int_s As Integer = int_r
'Finds new entry nodes from exit nodes and sizes future array
'
i.e. if there are 2 end nodes that = 4 new entry nodes
'
then start_airway will then have 4 rows.
For Each number In arrListNodes
For int_r = 0 To arrEntryNodes.Length - 1
If arrEntryNodes(int_r) = number And arrEntryNodes(int_r) <> 0 Then
intEntryCount += 1
End If
Next
Next
'Check the array arrEnd_Airways for duplicate nodes, and
''
if present, add nodes to the array arrCommon.
'Set arrPP equal to arrEnd_Airways (see above)
Dim int_i As Integer = 0
Dim int_j As Integer = int_i ' + 1
'Changed to try and have indexes match
below.
'Dim count As Integer = 0
Dim isAdded As Boolean = False
For int_i = 0 To intSizeArray
For int_j = (int_i + 1) To intSizeArray
If (arrPP(int_i, 0) = arrPP(int_j, 0)) And (arrPP(int_j, 0) <> 0)
Then
If Not isAdded Then
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For k1 = 0 To 5
arrListCommon.Add(arrPP(int_i, k1))
Next
isAdded = True
End If
For k2 = 0 To 5
arrListCommon.Add(arrPP(int_j, k2))
Next
arrPP(int_j, 0) = 0
End If
Next
isAdded = False
Next
Dim cp_numrtr As Single
Dim cv_numrtr As Single
Dim td_numrtr As Single
Dim denominator As Single
intSizeEndArray = (arrEnd_Airways.GetUpperBound(0))
If arrListCommon.Count = 0 Then
'IF COMMON VALUES ARE NOT FOUND, DISPLAY MSG AND CONTINUE:
'MessageBox.Show("Nothing Common")
ReDim arrStart_Airways(intSizeEndArray, 5)
For r = 0 To intSizeEndArray
For c = 0 To 5
'START_AIRWAYS = END_AIRWAYS: (LINE 329 MATLAB)
arrStart_Airways(r, c) = arrEnd_Airways(r, c)
'Exit Nodes
'arrStart_Airways(r, 1) = arrEnd_Airways(r, 1)
'End Qmass
'arrStart_Airways(r, 2) = arrEnd_Airways(r, 2)
'End Cp_mix
'arrStart_Airways(r, 3) = arrEnd_Airways(r, 3)
'End Cv_mix
'arrStart_Airways(r, 4) = arrEnd_Airways(r, 4)'End dry bulb temp.
'arrStart_Airways(r, 5) = arrEnd_Airways(r, 5)
'Start Nodes
Next
Next
ElseIf arrListCommon.Count <> 0 Then
'Check if node is common, if true average, if not, add to arrStart_Airways:
'IF COMMON VALUES ARE FOUND, AVERAGE THEM TOGETHER.
'Transfer from arrListCommon to arrComCalcs for calculations:
Dim intComRows As Integer = ((arrListCommon.Count) / 6) - 1
Dim arrComCalcs(intComRows, 5) As Single
Dim Count As Integer = -1
For i = 0 To intComRows
For j = 0 To 5
Count += 1
arrComCalcs(i, j) = arrListCommon(Count)
Next
Next
'Use weighted averaging to combine multiple end nodes into single value:
For r = 0 To arrEnd_Airways.GetUpperBound(0) 'intSizeEndArray
cp_numrtr = arrEnd_Airways(r, 1) * arrEnd_Airways(r, 2) 'Massflow *
CpMix
cv_numrtr = arrEnd_Airways(r, 1) * arrEnd_Airways(r, 3) 'Massflow *
CvMix
td_numrtr = arrEnd_Airways(r, 1) * arrEnd_Airways(r, 4) 'Massflow *
drybulb
denominator = arrEnd_Airways(r, 1) 'Massflow
For j = 0 To arrComCalcs.GetUpperBound(0)
'CHECK Commonality, if not then added to arrIntermediate:
'
if common, perform weighted average calculation.
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If arrPP(r, 0) = arrComCalcs(j, 0) And arrComCalcs(j, 0) <> 0
Then
cp_numrtr = cp_numrtr + arrComCalcs(j, 1) * arrComCalcs(j, 2)
cv_numrtr = cv_numrtr + arrComCalcs(j, 1) * arrComCalcs(j, 3)
td_numrtr = td_numrtr + arrComCalcs(j, 1) * arrComCalcs(j, 4)
denominator = denominator + arrComCalcs(j, 1)
arrComCalcs(j, 0) = 0.0
End If
Next
'ADD VALUES TO ARRAYLIST: "arrIntermediate"
If arrPP(r, 0) <> 0.0 Then
arrListIntermediate.Add(arrEnd_Airways(r, 0))
'Exit Nodes
arrListIntermediate.Add(arrPP(r, 0))
'Exit Nodes
arrListIntermediate.Add((cp_numrtr / denominator)) 'Wgt Avg Cp
arrListIntermediate.Add((cv_numrtr / denominator)) 'Wgt Avg Cv
arrListIntermediate.Add((td_numrtr / denominator)) 'Wgt Avg td
arrListIntermediate.Add(arrEnd_Airways(r, 5))
'Start Nodes
End If
Next
'Transfer to normal array from Intermediate arraylist
Dim intInterRows As Integer = (((arrListIntermediate.Count) / 6) - 1)
Dim arrInterTrans(intInterRows, 5)
Dim intCount = -1
For i = 0 To intInterRows
For j = 0 To 5
intCount += 1
arrInterTrans(i, j) = arrListIntermediate(intCount)
Next
Next
'Transfer new airways to arrStart_Airways, with averaged airways:
j = 0
ReDim arrStart_Airways(intInterRows, 5)
For i = 0 To intInterRows
'For j = 0 To 4
If arrInterTrans(i, 1) <> 0.0 Then
arrStart_Airways(j, 0) = arrInterTrans(i, 0)
'Exit Node
arrStart_Airways(j, 1) = arrPP(i, 1)
'Qmass
arrStart_Airways(j, 2) = arrInterTrans(i, 2)
'Cp_mix
arrStart_Airways(j, 3) = arrInterTrans(i, 3)
'Cv_mix
arrStart_Airways(j, 4) = arrInterTrans(i, 4)
'Dry bulb
arrStart_Airways(j, 5) = arrInterTrans(i, 5)
'Start Nodes
j += 1
End If
'Next
Next
End If
'RESIZE ARRAYS TO MATCH # OF START NODES:
ReDim arrStartNodes(arrStart_Airways.GetUpperBound(0))
ReDim arrQm(arrStart_Airways.GetUpperBound(0))
ReDim arrCp_mix(arrStart_Airways.GetUpperBound(0))
ReDim arrCv_mix(arrStart_Airways.GetUpperBound(0))
ReDim arr_td(arrStart_Airways.GetUpperBound(0))
'FILL ARRAYS WITH AIR PROPERTY VALUES FOR NEXT LOOP
For r = 0 To arrStart_Airways.GetUpperBound(0)
arrStartNodes(r) = arrStart_Airways(r, 0)
arrQm(r) = arrStart_Airways(r, 1)
arrCp_mix(r) = arrStart_Airways(r, 2)
arrCv_mix(r) = arrStart_Airways(r, 3)
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arr_td(r) = arrStart_Airways(r, 4)
Next
intSizeArray = (intEntryCount - 1)
'RESIZE ARRAYS TO HOLD A ROW FOR EACH START NODE:
ReDim arrAirway(intSizeArray, 15)
ReDim arrEnd_Airways(intSizeArray, 5)
ReDim arrEnd_Cp_Mix(intSizeArray)
ReDim arrEnd_Cv_Mix(intSizeArray)
ReDim arrEnd_td(intSizeArray)
ReDim arrEnd_Mass(intSizeArray)
ReDim arrPP(intSizeArray, 5)
ReDim arrAirProps(intSizeArray, 4)
ReDim arrEquipment(intSizeArray, 10)
intSizeArray = arrStartNodes.GetUpperBound(0) ' SIZE/COUNTER FOR NEXT LOOP
intNodeCount_1 = arrStartNodes.Length
intWhileCounter = arrStartNodes.GetUpperBound(0)
intWhileCounter2 += arrStartNodes.GetUpperBound(0)
End While
MessageBox.Show(t_d)
'Form5.lstForm5.Items.Clear()
Form5.ShowDialog()
Dim oExcel As Object
Dim oBook As Object
Dim oSheet As Object
'Start a new workbook in Excel
oExcel = CreateObject("Excel.Application")
oBook = oExcel.Workbooks.Add
'Create an array with data from arrListCalculated
Dim arrCalcArray(((arrListCalculated.Count / 9) - 1), 8) As Object
Dim intCount1 As Integer = -1
For r = 0 To (arrListCalculated.Count / 9) - 1
For c = 0 To 8
intCount1 += 1
arrCalcArray(r, c) = arrListCalculated(intCount1)
Next
Next
'Add headers to the worksheet1 on row 1
oSheet = oBook.Worksheets(1)
oSheet.Range("A1:I1").Value() = {"Segment", "Loop", "Row", "EntryNode",
"ExitNode", "Qmass", "CpMix", "CvMix", "EndDryBulb"}
'Transfer the array to the worksheet1 starting at cell A2
oSheet.Range("A2").Resize(arrCalcArray.GetUpperBound(0), 9).Value = arrCalcArray
Dim arrReject(((arrListReject.Count / 8)) - 1, 7) As Object
intCount1 = -1
For r = 0 To (arrListReject.Count / 8) - 1
For c = 0 To 7
intCount1 += 1
arrReject(r, c) = arrListReject(intCount1)
Next
Next
If arrReject.Length <> 0 Then
oSheet = oBook.worksheets(2)
oSheet.Range("A1:H1") = {"Segment", "EntryNode", "ExitNode", "DryBulb",
"Q_Velocity", "Q_Mass", "CpMix", "CvMix"}
oSheet.Range("A2").resize(arrReject.GetUpperBound(0), 8).value = arrReject
Else
MessageBox.Show("No Airways Above Reject of: " & txtRejectTemp.Text & " °C")
End If
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'Save the Workbook and Quit Excel
oBook.SaveAs("C:\NMC_Vent_Project\OutputFiles\NMC_Data_Output.xlsx")
oExcel.Quit()
End Sub
Private Sub Form1_FormClosing(sender As Object, e As FormClosingEventArgs) Handles
Me.FormClosing
xlApp.Quit()
End Sub
Function fncSpecificHeat(ByVal new_td As Single, ByVal W_mean As Single) As Single
Dim Cp_da As Single
Dim Cv_da As Single
Dim Cp_wv As Single
Dim Cv_wv As Single
Dim Cp_mix As Single
Dim Cv_mix As Single
Cp_da = (-7.0E-20 * (new_td + 273.15) ^ 6 + 0.0000000000000004 * (new_td +
273.15) ^ 5 - 0.0000000000006 * (new_td + 273.15) ^ 4 + 0.0000000002 *
(new_td + 273.15) ^ 3 + 0.0000001 * (new_td + 273.15) ^ 2 - 0.0002 *
(new_td + 273.15) + 1.0298) * 1000.0
Cv_da = (-7.0E-20 * (new_td + 273.15) ^ 6 + 0.0000000000000004 * (new_td +
273.15) ^ 5 - 0.0000000000006 * (new_td + 273.15) ^ 4 + 0.0000000002 *
(new_td + 273.15) ^ 3 + 0.0000005 * (new_td + 273.15) ^ 2 - 0.0002 *
(new_td + 273.15) + 0.7427) * 1000.0
Cp_wv = (1.0E-21 * (new_td + 273.15) ^ 6 - 3.0E-17 * (new_td + 273.15) ^ 5 +
0.0000000000002 * (new_td + 273.15) ^ 4 - 0.0000000007 * (new_td + 273.15)
^ 3 + 0.000001 * (new_td + 273.15) ^ 2 - 0.0002 * (new_td + 273.15) +
1.8435) * 1000.0
Cv_wv = (Cp_wv * 18.0 / 1000.0 - 8.314) * 1000.0 / 18.0
Cp_mix = (Cp_da + W_mean * Cp_wv) / (1 + W_mean)
Cv_mix = (Cv_da + (W_mean * Cv_wv)) / (1 + W_mean)
Cp_return = Cp_mix
Cv_return = Cv_mix
Return Cp_return
Return Cv_return
End Function
Function fncStrataHeat(ByVal Qv As Single, ByVal p As Single, ByVal w As Single,
ByVal rp As Single, ByVal f As Single, ByVal dh As Single,
ByVal td As Single, ByVal alpha_r As Single, ByVal r_eff As
Single, ByVal k_r As Single, ByVal t As Single, ByVal gg As
Single, ByVal u_d As Single, ByVal st As Single, ByVal ss As
Single) As Single
Dim Re As Single
'~~> Reynolds number
Dim Nu As Single
'~~> Nusselt Number
Dim h_c As Single
'~~> Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient
Dim h_r As Single
'~~> Heat Radiative (effective radiative heat transfer
coefficient)
Dim a_b As Single
'~~> Absorption Factor
Dim h As Single
'~~> Overall Heat Transfer
Dim B As Single
'~~> Biot Number
Dim FO As Single
'~~> Fourier Number
'FROM Page 541-543 of McPherson: STRATA HEAT
Re = 268000.0 * Qv / p
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Nu = (0.35 * f * Re) / ((1.0 + (1.592 * (15.217 * f * (Re ^ 0.2) - 1.0))) / (Re ^
0.125))
'k_r =
h_c = 0.026 * (Nu / dh)
h_r = (0.0000002268) * (273.15 + td) '22.68E-8*(273.15+td)
a_b = 0.104 * Math.Log(147.0 * w * rp)
' Log = ln and Log10 = base 10 log
h = h_c + a_b * h_r
'FROM GIBSON'S ALGORITHM:
B = h * r_eff / k_r
FO = alpha_r * t / (r_eff ^ 2)
'GIBSON'S ALGORITHM (PG 572, 15A.2)
Dim x As Single
Dim y As Single
Dim c1 As Single
Dim c2 As Single
Dim d1 As Single
Dim d2 As Single
Dim m As Single
Dim n As Single
Dim g As Single
x = Math.Log10(FO)
y = Math.Log10(B)
c1 = (x * (0.000104 * x + 0.000997)) - 0.001419
c2 = -(x * (x * (x * c1 - 0.046223) + 0.315553) + 0.006003)
d1 = y - ((x * ((4.0 * x) - 34.0) - 5.0) / 120.0)
d2 = 0.949 + (0.1 * Math.Exp(-2.69035 * (d1 ^ 2)))
m = (((y - c2) ^ 2) + (((216.0 + 5.0 * x) / 70.0) * (0.0725 + (0.01 * Math.Atan(x
/ 0.7048))))) ^ 0.5
n = (y + c2 - m) / 2.0
g = (10.0 ^ n) / d2
Dim VRT As Single
Dim strata_q As Single
'VRT = SRT + (L - step_size / 2) * Math.Sin((Math.PI / 180) * theta) * GTG / 1000
VRT = st + u_d * ss * gg / 1000.0
strata_q = h * g * (VRT - td) / B
Return strata_q
End Function
End Class
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Appendix B: Conditioning Plant Code
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Public Class Form1
'Create input Variables:
Dim dblAmb_td, dblTarget_td As Double
Dim dblAmb_tw, dblTarget_tw As Double
Dim dblAmb_pb As Double
Dim dbl_QvInlet As Double
Dim dblPlantWatts As Double
'create calculation variables:
Dim Cp_da, Cp_da_Target As Double
Dim Cv_da, Cv_da_Target As Double
Dim Cp_wv, Cp_wv_Target As Double
Dim Cv_wv, Cv_wv_Target As Double
Dim Cp_mix, Cp_mix_Target As Double
Dim Cv_mix, Cv_mix_Target As Double
'Psychrometric Variables:
Dim dbl_ps, dblTarget_ps As Double
Dim dbl_pv, dblTarget_pv As Double
Dim dbl_ps_prime, dblTarget_ps_prime As Double
Dim dbl_pa, dblTarget_pa As Double
'More Variables:
Dim dblAmb_W, dblTarget_W As Double
Dim dbl_Ra As Double = 287.04
Dim dbl_Rv As Double = 461.5
'MassFlow
Dim dbl_rm, dblTarget_rm As Double
Dim dbl_rho_mix, dblTarget_rho_mix As Double
Dim dbl_Qmassflow, dblTarget_Qmassflow As Double
Private Sub TextBoxes_SelectedIndexChanged(sender As Object, e As EventArgs) Handles
txtAmbDB.TextAlignChanged, txtAmbPB.TextChanged, txtAmbWB.TextChanged,
txtInletVolFlow.TextChanged, txtTargetDB.TextChanged, txtTargetWB.TextChanged,
txtPlantWatts.TextChanged
'If all textboxes have a value input, enable ok button
If txtAmbDB.Text <> "" And txtAmbPB.Text <> "" And txtAmbWB.Text <> "" And
txtInletVolFlow.Text <> "" And txtTargetDB.Text <> "" And txtTargetWB.Text
<> "" And txtPlantWatts.Text <> "" Then
'Enable the OK button:
btnCalculate.Enabled = True
Else
'Otherwise disable the OK button
btnCalculate.Enabled = False
End If
End Sub
Private Sub btnCalculate_Click(sender As Object, e As EventArgs) Handles
btnCalculate.Click
dblAmb_td = CDbl(txtAmbDB.Text)
dblAmb_tw = CDbl(txtAmbWB.Text)
dblAmb_pb = CDbl(txtAmbPB.Text)
dbl_QvInlet = CDbl(txtInletVolFlow.Text)
dblTarget_td = CDbl(txtTargetDB.Text)
dblTarget_tw = CDbl(txtTargetWB.Text)
dblPlantWatts = CDbl(txtPlantWatts.Text)
'==================================================
'
AMBIENT AIR CALCULATIONS
'==================================================
'~~> SPECIFIC HUMIDITY, PSYCHROMETRIC CALCULATIONS:
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dbl_ps = 0.6105 * Math.Exp(17.27 * dblAmb_td / (dblAmb_td + 237.3))
dbl_ps_prime = 0.6105 * Math.Exp(17.27 * dblAmb_tw / (dblAmb_tw + 237.3))
dbl_pv = dbl_ps_prime - 0.000644 * dblAmb_pb * (dblAmb_td - dblAmb_tw)
dbl_pa = dblAmb_pb - dbl_pv
dblAmb_W = 0.622 * dbl_pv / (dblAmb_pb - dbl_pv)
'~~> MASSFLOW CALCULATION:
dbl_rm = (dbl_Ra + dblAmb_W * dbl_Rv) / (1 + dblAmb_W)
dbl_rho_mix = 1000 * (dblAmb_pb - 0.378 * dbl_pv) / (287.04 * (dblAmb_td +
273.15))
dbl_Qmassflow = dbl_QvInlet * dbl_rho_mix
'~~> SPECIFIC HEAT CALCULATION:
Cp_da = (-7.0E-20 * (dblAmb_td + 273.15) ^ 6 + 0.0000000000000004 * (dblAmb_td +
273.15) ^ 5 - 0.0000000000006 * (dblAmb_td + 273.15) ^ 4 + 0.0000000002 *
(dblAmb_td + 273.15) ^ 3 + 0.0000001 * (dblAmb_td + 273.15) ^ 2 - 0.0002 *
(dblAmb_td + 273.15) + 1.0298) * 1000.0
Cv_da = (-7.0E-20 * (dblAmb_td + 273.15) ^ 6 + 0.0000000000000004 * (dblAmb_td +
273.15) ^ 5 - 0.0000000000006 * (dblAmb_td + 273.15) ^ 4 + 0.0000000002 *
(dblAmb_td + 273.15) ^ 3 + 0.0000005 * (dblAmb_td + 273.15) ^ 2 - 0.0002 *
(dblAmb_td + 273.15) + 0.7427) * 1000.0
Cp_wv = (1.0E-21 * (dblAmb_td + 273.15) ^ 6 - 3.0E-17 * (dblAmb_td + 273.15) ^ 5
+ 0.0000000000002 * (dblAmb_td + 273.15) ^ 4 - 0.0000000007 * (dblAmb_td +
273.15) ^ 3 + 0.000001 * (dblAmb_td + 273.15) ^ 2 - 0.0002 * (dblAmb_td +
273.15) + 1.8435) * 1000.0
Cv_wv = (Cp_wv * 18.0 / 1000.0 - 8.314) * 1000.0 / 18.0
Cp_mix = (Cp_da + dblAmb_W * Cp_wv) / (1 + dblAmb_W)
Cv_mix = (Cv_da + (dblAmb_W * Cv_wv)) / (1 + dblAmb_W)
Dim dblAmb_h As Double 'J/kg-K
dblAmb_h = Cp_mix * dblAmb_td + 1000 * dblAmb_W * (2.5016 + 0.001884 * dblAmb_td)
Dim dblCp_Water As Double = 4200
'J/kg-K
Dim dblAmb_sigma As Double
dblAmb_sigma = dblAmb_h - dblCp_Water * dblAmb_W * dblAmb_tw
'==================================================
'
CONDITIONING PLANT
'==================================================
'~~> SPECIFIC HUMIDITY, PSYCHROMETRIC CALCULATIONS:
dblTarget_ps = 0.6105 * Math.Exp(17.27 * dblTarget_td / (dblTarget_td + 237.3))
dblTarget_ps_prime = 0.6105 * Math.Exp(17.27 * dblTarget_tw / (dblTarget_tw +
237.3))
dblTarget_pv = dblTarget_ps_prime - 0.000644 * dblAmb_pb * (dblTarget_td dblTarget_tw)
dblTarget_pa = dblAmb_pb - dblTarget_pv
dblTarget_W = 0.622 * dblTarget_pv / (dblAmb_pb - dblTarget_pv)
'~~> MASSFLOW CALCULATION:
dblTarget_rm = (dbl_Ra + dblTarget_W * dbl_Rv) / (1 + dblTarget_W)
dblTarget_rho_mix = 1000 * (dblAmb_pb - 0.378 * dblTarget_pv) / (287.04 *
(dblTarget_td + 273.15))
dblTarget_Qmassflow = dbl_QvInlet * dblTarget_rho_mix
'~~> SPECIFIC HEAT CALCULATION:
Cp_da_Target = (-7.0E-20 * (dblTarget_td + 273.15) ^ 6 + 0.0000000000000004 *
(dblTarget_td + 273.15) ^ 5 - 0.0000000000006 * (dblTarget_td +
273.15) ^ 4 + 0.0000000002 * (dblTarget_td + 273.15) ^ 3 + 0.0000001
* (dblTarget_td + 273.15) ^ 2 - 0.0002 * (dblTarget_td + 273.15) +
1.0298) * 1000.0
Cv_da_Target = (-7.0E-20 * (dblTarget_td + 273.15) ^ 6 + 0.0000000000000004 *
(dblTarget_td + 273.15) ^ 5 - 0.0000000000006 * (dblTarget_td +
273.15) ^ 4 + 0.0000000002 * (dblTarget_td + 273.15) ^ 3 + 0.0000005
* (dblTarget_td + 273.15) ^ 2 - 0.0002 * (dblTarget_td + 273.15) +
0.7427) * 1000.0
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Cp_wv_Target = (1.0E-21 * (dblTarget_td + 273.15) ^ 6 - 3.0E-17 * (dblTarget_td +
273.15) ^ 5 + 0.0000000000002 * (dblTarget_td + 273.15) ^ 4 0.0000000007 * (dblTarget_td + 273.15) ^ 3 + 0.000001 *
(dblTarget_td + 273.15) ^ 2 - 0.0002 * (dblTarget_td + 273.15) +
1.8435) * 1000.0
Cv_wv_Target = (Cp_wv_Target * 18.0 / 1000.0 - 8.314) * 1000.0 / 18.0
Cp_mix_Target = (Cp_da_Target + dblTarget_W * Cp_wv_Target) / (1 + dblTarget_W)
Cv_mix_Target = (Cv_da_Target + (dblTarget_W * Cv_wv_Target)) / (1 + dblTarget_W)
Dim dblTarget_h As Double 'J/kg-K
dblTarget_h = Cp_mix_Target * dblTarget_td + 1000 * dblTarget_W * (2.5016 +
0.001884 * dblTarget_td)
'Dim dblCp_Water As Double = 4200
'J/kg-K
Dim dblTarget_sigma As Double
dblTarget_sigma = dblTarget_h - dblCp_Water * dblTarget_W * dblTarget_tw
Dim dblPowerReqd As Double
dblPowerReqd = dbl_QvInlet * (dblAmb_sigma - dblTarget_sigma)
'Watts
Dim dblPlantNumber As Integer
dblPlantNumber = Math.Ceiling(dblPowerReqd / dblPlantWatts)
txtPowerReqd.Text = dblPowerReqd
txtAmbSpecHumid.Text = dblAmb_W
txtAmbEnthalpy.Text = dblAmb_h
txtTargetSpecHumid.Text = dblTarget_W
txtTargetEnthalpy.Text = dblTarget_h
txtPlants.Text = dblPlantNumber
End Sub
Private Sub btnClearAll_Click(sender As Object, e As EventArgs) Handles
btnClearAll.Click
txtAmbSpecHumid.Clear()
txtAmbEnthalpy.Clear()
txtTargetSpecHumid.Clear()
txtTargetEnthalpy.Clear()
txtPlants.Clear()
txtAmbDB.Clear()
txtAmbWB.Clear()
txtAmbPB.Clear()
txtInletVolFlow.Clear()
txtTargetDB.Clear()
txtTargetWB.Clear()
txtPlantWatts.Clear()
txtPowerReqd.Clear()
End Sub
Private Sub btnCancel_Click(sender As Object, e As EventArgs) Handles btnCancel.Click
Me.Close()
End Sub
Private Sub btnReset_Click(sender As Object, e As EventArgs) Handles btnReset.Click
txtPlantWatts.Clear()
txtPowerReqd.Clear()
txtAmbSpecHumid.Clear()
txtAmbEnthalpy.Clear()
txtTargetSpecHumid.Clear()
txtTargetEnthalpy.Clear()
txtPlants.Clear()
End Sub

End Class

